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To enjoy CB at its best get Cobra, known to CB'ers
in the UK for over 2years (and in the USA for
considerably longer) as being in aclass
of their own when it comes to
quality both in manufacture and
performance - and that's
important, unless you don't
mind your rig being in
the repair shop, or worse,
constantly causing
interference simply
because the car
vibration has loosened up
one or two connections.
Cobra FM mobile rigs prices start at
around £79.00- not the cheapest, but the best never is.
Available from all leading CB outlets throughout the U.K.
Ifyou want to be buzzed, whistled at andgenerally interfered with get the first radio you're offered-
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Attenuation
or no
attenuation?
That is the question
We certainly stir up the hornets'
nest every time we write an issue of
CB Radio Magazine, either by saying
something which we feel needs
saying or by not saying something
which some of our readers think
needs saying.
In the February edition of CB Radio
Magazine, we did it again. Our regular
feature, The Law and You, ended by
saying, with regard to the legality of
rigs, "A final and perhaps simple
check, although perhaps not flawless,
is to look for the 10dB attenuation
switch which must be fitted to all legal
FM transceivers". Now this is the
interpretation we made of the MPT
1320 page 1 section 1 paragraph 2
which reads:
"If an antenna is mounted at a
height exceeding 7m. the licence will
require a reduction in transmitter
power of 1Od B. To enable the user to
accomplish this easily, the equipment
manufacturer shall provide as a standard facility on the equipment means
by which the transmitter output power
may be reduced by a minimum of
10dB."
The author of "The Law and You"

had obviously read the specification
and in his mind was satisfied that an
attenuation switch was a legal
requirement. Satisfied, that is, until
Chris from CFCB in Birmingham,
phoned to say that he was stocking a
well-known brand of rig to which no
attenuator was fitted and did this
make his stock technically illegal.
After sweating a few buckets, the
only way we could see of solving this
problem was to seek. advice from the
horse's mouth and in this case the
horse was a very obliging Home Office
official who then pointed out to us
page 7 of the MPT 1320, paragraph
42, which states: "The equipment
manufacturer shall provide as a standard accessory an attenuator having a
minimum attenuation of 10dB, or
alternatively provide a switch which
can be used to reduce the power by a
minimum of 10dB, for use, where
necessary, between the transmitter
output and the antenna terminals of
the equipment, a removable link may
be necessary.
We are obviously pleased that the
stock Chris is keeping is legal and

that the 'well-known brand' of rigs
aren't outside of the law. However,
both the Home Office official and ourselves are a trifle mystified as to how
such an obvious contradiction found
its way into the specification. It just
goes to prove that you should never
believe what you read (unless your
source of reference is CB Radio
Magazine, of course). Next time, we'll
read every publication that the Home
Office has ever written before com~
mitting anything to paper just in case
FM isn't legal after all.

Reader Survey
You are an interesting bunch, jud·
ging by the results of our Readers'
Survey in last month's magazine. We
still haven't collated all the information that you so kindly supplied but it
would seem that you range between
being fanatical AM users reading
every publication under the sun to
mildly·interested FM breakers who
stole their copy of the mag from a
friend. Keep the replies coming as
they are providing us with some very
amusing bedtime reading.

COMPETITION
PRIZE WINNER
Pictured here is last month's prize winner receiving the
very valuable and rare gold-plated K40 antenna. The
correct answer to the competition was to be found on the
Acorn Trad1ng advertisement where the £B note had
been changed to read K40.
In the photograph, Acorn. Trad..int's sales and marketing
manager, Geoff Wild.1Dg (Pickpocket) is seen presentt.ng
the Mad Mole from GreeDforcl, Mid.d:l::., with his prize.
The Mad Mole, who is 18 years old, has been on chaDnel
for about two years, DX'ing, Wegal All breakiDS and
us1ng FM. Unlike many original AM users, Mad Mole is
very pleased with the results he gets from his FM set.
.At the time of going to press the Febru.ary issue had only
been on sale for four days and Geoff WilcUng, from Acorn
Trading, was very impressed with 300 or so replies we
received for this competition and, being an enterprising
character, has got more competitions planned for the
future.
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A look at CD and the California Highway Patrol
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Or is it really like the movies ... Most
readers will at some time have caught
an episode on the small screen of the
American TV series CHiPs. Motorbike
fanatics like the action and stunts,
whilst some of the fair sex find their
pulses quickened by Ponch and/or
Baker, depending upon their taste. In
America for a while there wer-e even
reported outbreaks of CHiPism - if
you can coin such a word. Here we
would just call it impersonating a
police officer. All in all the series went
down reasonably well. One aspect
that has appeared in more than the
odd programme is CB - it is used as a
prop. This has become quite common

with many American films and TV
series, although not always portrayed
in its true light. They always get
straight through with no one else on
channel. However, that aside, the
American public are made more aware
of CB and its possible uses through
such programmes. Because of this we
decided to take a look at how their
system works and if CB used to or still
plays a role and if so what that role is.
In this, our first look, we will concentrate on how the LA system operates
before casting any conclusions on

CB's effectiveness.

LOS ANGELES AREA
FREEWAY SYSTEM

e·-:.:---

L.A.P.D.
Los Angeles covers well over 100
square miles of the southern end of
California, stretching along the Santa
Moniea Bay and round the coast for
more than 50 miles. Californians are
proud of the size of LA; indeed, it can
be considered as a large city, with
19,000 miles of county highways and
over 500 miles of freeway.
The whole area is policed by one
force consisting of 85 female and
4,150 male officers, controlled, monitored and despatched from one central computerised communications
centre. The Los Angeles Police
Department, California Highway Patrol Building, is situated off the Hollywood Freeway on the west side of Los
Angeles. From this central point 25
stations in the LA county need to be
constantly advised of any situations
that may affect their area. To this end
there are 12 despatch unit areas coordinated by 16 control consoles
housed in this main building. Each
console is coded by colours, e.g.,
white, b.lack, brown, orange, pink, si!-

,
• -'le/FIe
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ver, gold and blue. In the instance of a
cross-area car chase then as opposed
to one terminal having to hand to
another and so on, the system has one
master co-ordination terminal which
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can take over control of any sector
and follow the chase.
From these terminals officers and
units are despatched to intercept, in
the case of a chase, or investigate the
reported crime or incident. All incoming calls and the subsequent conversation are recorded by a huge rec·
order and kept in a vast filing vault.
The telephonist receiving the call is
trained to gauge the severity of the
incident and ask the appropriate
questions before passing the incident
on to one of the controllers. This way
the much·publicised police code, the
10 code, upon which CB'ers based
their own code, can be applied by the
telephonist and thus the allocated
control board dealing with that area
can understand instantly and react on
the report.
Perhaps members of our British
police force would be surprised to
learn that not all reported incidents
must be investigated by'an officer, For
example, a report of a motor vehicle
without a registration plate, no front
wings and no bumpers would not
necessitate investigation. However, a
disabled or stationary vehicle or a
stranded female driver must receive
investigation and a full report. At this
point perhaps a little explanation is
necessary. The American judicial system is very time and motion conscious
and unlike Britain, where all we get is
new and more laws and regulations,
America evaluates the effectiveness
of all its forces' work and in particular
the 'life-saving' effect of any regula·
tion. Thus it was found that the fortunes spent on stopping and inspecting
faulty vehicles was not saving much at
all. Less than 3% of all the vehicles
involved in accidents were found to be
faulty and only a minor amount of this
figure was found to have actually
caused the accident, hence fatalities
or serious injuries could not be pinned
on generally-faulty vehicles. Hence
whilst the police officer can, if he
wishes, inspect a motor car, he has
been trained to look for and if he can
prevent the more serious crime, such
as in the case of a disabled car with a
female driver - 'Rape'.
Looked at in this light one cannot
help but agree with the training,
hence although somewhat surprised
at the time when I questioned Officer
Garcia on general traffic violations he
said: "We consider that a vehicle
driying dangerously, for instance tailgating in the fast lane of a freeway, is
more liable to cause an accident or
injury than say a car travelling safely
with a white tail light and no doors. I
guess if there was nothing better to do

,t

--

an officer might caution him about the
white rear light but there's always
something better and more important."
Just to help finalise the computer·
ised control and its effectiveness in
gathering and being supplied informa·
tion, there are sensors sunk into the
surface of the freeways and these
monitor the flow of traffic, continually
updating the information available on
traffic flow, Once collated this is then
released every half hour to the various
LA commercial radio stations, with
supplementary information fed to
them on any accidents, Thus both the
police and the public can be advised
within minutes of a blockage, obstruction or problem. This liaison between
the police and the commercial radio
stations works both ways, serving to
help the motorist avoid the area and
thus making the clearing-up procedure easier. By the way, motorists, you
don't need to have an MoT or insur·
ance to drive in California, although
let me warn you the latter is advisable.
American courts do believe in large
settlement claims.

The CHiPies
Having seen the brain or central
nerve of the California Highway Patrol, I decided to go and see the motorbike section first hand. As it just happenee(, where else did their public
relations department arrange for CB
Radio Magazine to report on but the
actual station where the TV series is
filmed? Yes, their Police Department
is so into public image and helpfulness that they actually lay a whole
genuine police station at the film crew
and director's feet. "Where else but
America?"
Just to satisfy any possible visitors
to LA on its location, you would head
west on the Santa Monica Freeway
and exit at WashinQton Blvd then

•

backtrack two blocks to Adams. Situated underneath and behind the free·
way one could describe the area ~s
slightly seedy, for Americans it's just
on the edge of Downtown LA.
I was introduced to serving CHiP
officers D. A. Walker and C. W. Palmer.
They had served 12 and 2% years
respectively. Both loved every minute
of the job. Actually, they are pictured
on the cover from right to left. Believe
me, you would not want to get on the
wrong side of them. Again, unlike Britain, there are no restrictions on conversation and information a serving
officer is allowed to discuss, other
than the obvious of not relaying
details or information on cases
awaiting trial or future investigations.
Perhaps because of Britain's previous
history (two world wars) Britain's Official Secrets Act prevents our officers
from being as frank or, if you prefer,
unguarded,
Either way, there was no one occasion in our conversation when an officer was not able to express an opinion
and more importantly not just a personal viewpoint Next month we will
discover what uses CB had for these
officers, whether it is still used and
find out their thoughts on Citizens'
Band Radio. By the way, it is not illegal
to monitor police or any other public
service communication In America. As
an example of American freedom,
when asked what frequency the CHiP
bikes use the reply was frank and offi·
cial. Quite simply 42·46MHz 25 watts
low band with 50·55 miles range,
using Motorola sets and either Firestik or Shakespeare antennas. "Where
else but America?"
JOH
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Chelsea CB Centre ore proud to
announce the arrival of the Interceptor
TC300 mobile CB transceiver.
the first model of the all-new,
British-designed CB
equipment, Even the basic model has better specification
outperforms more expensive makes.
Standard features include cross wire and SWR protection. If you connect
the power leads in reverse. by mistake, no damage will occur to your
transceiver. Without this protection your set would be reduced to 0
smoking box and your guarantee void. An expensive mistake. SWR
protection is essential because CB antennas hove to be tuned to the
transceiver. If 0 bad mismatch occurs this overloads the output transistor
causing irreparabie damage. With the Interceptar the power lights will
flash to worn you something is wrong and even if you don't see the lights,
unwonted power is absorbed into the SWR protector circuit, safeguarding
Also RF gain control - turn it up to
your transceiver and your warranty.
pull in weak stations or turn it down to make close stations more readable.
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Government legislation
(what you can do and
what you can't), FM vs AM,
installing mobile rigs
and antennas, selting up a
home base station,
dealing with interference
and fitting accessories to
a host of information
on 10-codes, CB slang and
technical data.
Written in the UK for UK
readers, this book
has everything you need to
get'ratcheting' on
the air. 10-10 and 73s!
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e you
covered?
How secure is your rig?
When you buy your rig you don't
think of any of the unfortunate things
that can happen to it. You just think of
a nice new rig with shiny knobs and
dials, talking to your friends, avoiding
the traffic and maybe lending someone a helping hand. So what happens
if you lose the rig, have it stolen or set
11 re to it? Are you out of a rig and do
you have to go on your banded knees
to the bank manager for a new one?
Depending on the circumstances of
the loss or damage there are three
possible ways a CB set could be covered:
a) Through motor vehicle insurance;
b) Through home contents insurance;
cl By a specific CB insurance policy.

Motor insurance
Whether your set is covered for loss
or damage whilst in your car depends
on several variables. If the CB is fully
installed it would be classed as a fix·
ture and is considered part of the car
and its accessories (e.g., like a cas·
sette player). So, simply speaking, .if
you were comprehensively insured
your rig would be covered.
However, the insurance expert we
spoke to said that accessories such
as stereos were rather a 'grey' area in
insurance and the individual insur·
ance companies may have differing
views. As he pointed out, CB's may
make the car more desirable to a thief
and may increase the risk of electrical
fire to the vehicle. Many companies
are getting increasingly worried about
the high cost of stereo fittings to cars
which enlarge the risk to the insur·
ance company and the cost of a pas·
sible claim. The company may not pay
out if the risk has been increased and
they have not been informed and have
so been unable to raise the premium
if necessary.
If you are not comprehensively
insured and have third party only or
third party, fire and theft then you are
out of luck if you lose your set when
your car gets stolen. This could well
be the case too if the set is just loose,
on the back sept for example, even if
you have a comprehensive policy, as it
is not a 'fixture'. Some policies do
allow coverage of some personal
effects but only to a very limited
amount. Even the 'fire' bit of your
policy could be dodgy if the fire was

8

started by faulty electrical wiring to
your rig, although the company could
have to prove negligence.
If you have CB equipment in your
car and are worried about it, it would
be best to contact your insurance
company for advice, especially as they
can refuse to meet a claim if your circumstances have changed and they
have not been informed. It is also possible to get an all risks extension to
cover items like CB, stereo, etc.

Home contents
Home contents insurance normally
covers furniture, furnishings, household and kitchen goods, electrical
equipment, personal effects, etc., up
to a stated limit and cover for loss,
damage due to perils such as fire,
flood, theft, etc., and some accidental
breakage.
A CB would qualify as electrical
goods along with hHi, etc., and would
be covered in the same way. Limited
cover may also extend to goods away
from home (like the set on the back
seat of the car, maybe?) but this is limited.
You probably wouldn't be covered
for spilling coffee over a rig or dropping it but it is possible to get 'accidental damage' cover for a selection
of individual high risk or valuable
goods and a rig could be included in
that. A particularly expensive rig
would need to be 'declared' to the
insurance company and this could
increase the premium.
A further complication is 'indemnity'
or 'replacement as new' insurance.
'Indemnity' will cover the cost of
repairing damaged articles or replacing
destroyed or stolen goods less wear
and tear and depreciation.
For items on a 'Replacement as
new' basis you will be paid the full cost
of repairs or replacement. Bear these
in mind as it could make a lot of difference in replacing your rig.
In both vehicle and home contents
insurance it is worth referring the mat·
ter to the insurance company if you
are worried. Remember, too, that
(mless premiums are paid up to date
the insurance is void.

Special CB insurance
There are several companies now
offering individual insurance policies

for CB and some accessories (like
antennas and SWR meters). These
generally cover theft, loss or damage
due to fire, etc., and concentrate on
sets fitted in cars although some
cover premises, too. There are usually
a set of conditions that explain what
sets are not covered for, Le., cleaning,
repairing or restoring, electrical break·
down or confiscation by authorities.
Generally speaking vehicle and
home contents insurance applies to
legal CB sets. Some specific CB policies will cover AM sets, even against
confiscation. Many of the insurance
companies advertise in the CB press
and will be pleased to quote. Roughly
premiums are between £5·£15 depending on the value of the set.
Insurance through one of these
companies is probably the easiest
way of covering your rig, although
make sure you read your policy
closely to make sure that you are cov·
ered against the things you consider
are important. The policy will also tell
you how to go about making a claim.
All this performance may make
boring reading but it's worth thinking
about. Imagine not being able to go
back on channel if you lost your rig.
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Hereitis-t
Shogun CB Radio mobile ng .-eesigned in Japan - weighing just
over 3Y21bs..
A slim highly advanced triumph of technology
measuring an amazing 6Vs" x 9Y2"
and less than lY2" high.
Featuring
Channel selector with LED read out. RF gain. Squelch control. Volume control.
: Delta tune. Tone control. PA or CB switch and noise blanker facility.
Microphone and fixing bracket. 10 deciBel attenuator switch. Provision for
selective calling. Antenna not supplied.

'se Products-Japan, Colliers Farm, Frieth,

enIey-on -Thames, Oxon R09 6NR
Please send me _._ Shogun CB mobile rig(s)
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £99
(including postage, packaging and VAT) made
payable to Sunrise Products-Japan
OR debit my AccesslBarclaycard
no:
_
Name:

"

_

Address:

_

Postcode:

_

Or please send me all particulars.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

CBR3

Dear Sirs,
Through your excellent magazine I
would like to pOSe a few thought·provoking questions regarding our new
and technically·superior CB system,
1. Am I the only person in the UK
who, after looking forward to a sup·
posedly technlcally·superior legal system, now find it totally useless when I
most need it, e.g., during the day
because of world·wide SSB?
The Home Office are supposed to
have chosen the frequency and channels after consultation and field tests.
I can only assume that the Home
Office carry out their tests at night. (I
suggest Timothy Raison tries out his
'highly satisfactory' system for him·
self).
Have we been conned?
2. In your article 'FM Transmissions'
(Jan.) your writer states on page 10
that the circuits required for FM sets
are less complicated than AM or SSB
which is reflected in the overall price
of sets. Why, then, are new sets so
expensive? (Re. your letter from
Wrecker One in Jan. issue).
Have we been conned?
3. We are constantly being told that
the reason AM was rejected by the
Home Office was because of interference. If that is the case can. anybody
tell me how the Americans make it
work so successfully?
Have we been conned?
4. Where do new FM users get the
impression that the majority of AM
users are either crooks, riot organisers, toilet mouths or hell bent on the.
destruction of civilisation as we know
it? Some of us are quite normal. In fact
I even managed to pass my 11 + some
years back and I have been 'known to
get further than a three what copy
without using one four letter word!
Finally, after reading your cam·
ments on page 2 (Jan.) and your
enlightening article on antennas, do I
detect a note of disillusionment on
your part?
Yours sincerely,
The Wetherby Pedlar
To answer your last question tlrst: Yes, our tech'
nlcal expert is totally disillusioned, no worse, disgusted, with the requirements of antennas for British FM. To answer your "Have we been conned?":
the bureaucrats have made the wrong decisIon on
frequencies. mostly because they dId listen to the
pressure from existing CS'ers demanding 27MHz
but did not understand the pressure was AM nor
anything 27. - Ed.

Dear Sir,
1 do not usually waste my time
writing to CB mags as most of them
have, without doubt, betrayed the
27MHz AM and sidebanders who
created those CB mags, supported
those CB mags and made them their
profits and without those same
27MHz AM and· sidebanders there
would have been no CB mags and certainly no CB in Britain. Those same
AM and SSB'ers are branded cri·
minals for what? For the terrible crime
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of exercising their right to freedom of
speech over the airways without
becoming a technical genius first (and
before someone jumps in saying
through the top of their head that the
RA exam is simple or the Morse test
then let them try both and see how
simple they're not. I know for I am
trying to study for them both).
CB Radio Magazine seems to be the
only magazine still trying to get a fair
deal for the Illegal AM and SSB'ers
and how's this for a twist in the RRD's
tail - according to the Treaty of Rome
(Articles 30-36) AM'ers are legal and
the new FM channels are illegal! Now
this present Government had better
make up its mind about one thing either we are citizens of Europe with
same rights as every other European
citizen or we are not. If we are Euro·
pean citizens what the hell is this
Government playing at by trying to
make us criminals under the Treaty of
Rome by forcing upon the British public their stupid Illegal FM channels?
CB Radio In the December issue put
the blame for the present FM mess
just where it belongs - on the shoulders of the faceless civil servants of
the HO and RRD who did not want the
British people to have any CB at all
and so gave us the worst they could
plan and in an act of sheer bloody
mlndedness they put those FM channels directly In opposition to where
they know the AM sldebaoders
operate.
The great gullible British public are
now being ripped off 19 to the dozen
with the toy FM rigs which cost about
£45 each when they come into Britain
and Bre sold at prices varying from
£70-£100. So all you little FM bunny
rabbits have been warned. You are
being ripped off.
A letter In CB Radio December
issue said It all. When a law is an ass,
like the present laws banning 27MHz
AM and sldeband, the only weapon
left in the hands of the people is to
defy that law and that is exactly what
AM breakers and sidebanders are
doing and will continue to do. So
27MHz AM and sideband will not go
away and will not be driven off or
scared away and if CB Radio's predictions for 1982 are correct and the
present Government makes tougher
penalties for the use of AM and side·
. band then the reactions of AM/sidebanders will become harder. Here is
the reason why. There are thousands
of sidebanders who have purchased,
quite legally. HF amateur eq1Jipment
like Sommerkamp, Yuaesu, Icom and
Trio at prices ranging from £450£1,000. Do the civil servants or the
Government expect these thousands
to dump such expensive equipment
Into dustbins and use the FM toys?
There is no way that those thousands
will throw such amateur equipment
away, no matter what the penalties

and most of them are quite prepared
to fight a war on their doorsteps in
order to keep such equipment, as are
thousands of others with such AM
sideband rigs as Cobra, Coil, Midland,
Ham and Stalker.
CB Radio made some predictions
for 1982 so you won't mind if I make a
few.
1. The community violence between
i=M'ers and AM and sidebanders
created by civil servants will get
worse.
2. That the British Government will
be told by Brussels "Either implement
the C.E.P.T. AM CB recommendations
or get out of the EEC".
3. That by the end of 1982 the FM
will be gone and forgotten.
4. That long before the end of 1982
the British Government will, for once,
ignore the faceless civil servants and
legalise 27MHz AM with sideband
according to the C.E.P.T. recommendations.
.
5. That as TVI increases due to the
low antennas (23ft) used by FM rigs
the Government will at long last force
television, stereo and radio receiver
manufacturers to install in such equip·
ment filters to reject spurious CB
emissions.
.
6. That by the end of 1982 CB Radio
MagaZine will (if it keeps up its cam·
paign for a fair deal for AM and sidebanders) be the only serious CB magazine left on the market and that all
the other CB magazines will either
have disappeared or become the kids'
Comic Cuts.
Sam (Radio Engiand 404)
For someone who rarely puts pen to paper
you certainly managed to muster some
fighting talk. I am sure your sentiments will
be both agreed with and disputed with
equal enthusiasm. One point, however,
c.E.P. T. recommendations are 22 channels
0.5 watts not with SSB. - Ed.

Dear Sir,
I am writing as secretary of the Disabled on Channel Society recently
formed in Braintree to raise cash and
equipment to provide free CB radio
facilities to the disabled and house·
bound people in our area thus giving
them an interest in life and com·
munication with the outside world.
Membership is made up from
breakers in both local CB clubs (the
Braintree Breakers Club and the
Braintree Zebra Club) and whilst
membership is free and unrestricted
any donations are welcome.
Any publicity you could give to our
Society would be very helpful. Manufacturers and wholesalers of CB
equipment are being approached for
their assistance and given sufficient
support we hope to widen our field of
operation in the future.
Yours faithfully,
Robert H. Bell (Lumberjack)
4 Harold Road
Braintree
Essex
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The DNT M40 FM
We made a geographical error when
we originally wrote about the ONT
M40 when stating that it was manu·
factured in Japan.
The truth is that the M40 and all the
other DNT sets were designed in Germany, manufactured in Hong Kong
and imported into the United Kingdom
by a Jersey-based company. Believe it
or not, with Hong Kong still being a
British protectorate, this rig can be
the only one that can claim It Is of British origin. It must also be the only rig
that can claim that it has been
handled by residents of four different
countries before it is even sold.
DNT have been producing CB
equipment for the European market
for many years and this experience
has helped them to develop one of the
best FM sets that we have so far
tested.

Our guarantee
As with all of our previous tests, the
readers of CB Radio Magazine and
the manufacturers and importers of
the ONT M40 are given the assurance
that the test undertaken is of the
highest Dossible calibre and that
every aspect of the report was
obtained from actual workshop tests
and are not the results of an over·vivid
imagination. It is essential to stress
this point as many other publications
carry out rig reviews which look tech·
nical but are based upon manufac·
turers' specifications and the opinions
of the writer. Rig Reviews are not Rig
Tests.
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Microphone
Unless you purchase a special
microphone for your rig as an optional
extra, the ones supplied by the manu·
facturers are all very similar in design
and construction. Two minor irritating
points about the microphone on the
ONT M40 are to be found on the plug
and the socket. The microphone plug
doesn't screw into the set in any way
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and is of the five· pin din variety norm·
ally used in audio products. With a
slight tug the plug Quite easily comes
out of the socket.
The second criticism is one that can
be applied to most sets available on
the market and that is the placing of
the microphone socket on the left·
hand side of the rig. This is a very
minor point but one, if changed, that
could make mobile operation very
much easier in right· hand drive
vehicles.

Construction
The M40 is well engineered and
designed and the fascia is of a modu·
lar type with subdivisions for each of
the controls. This makes knob and
switch identification very easy, especi·
ally at night time. The style of this set
is similar to DNT's European models
which incorporate the maximum
amount of controls with the minimum
amount of fuss.

Transmitter test
The standard equipment used for
this test was:
The Racal 9081 and a Racal 9082
signal generators
Marconi TF 42F distortion meter
Marconi TF 340 audio power meter
Racal 9916 frequency meter
Racal 9101 and a Bird 43 power

meter
Racal 9009 modulation meter
L.evell TG 1500 audio generator
Solartron AS 1412 power supply.
Power output
We have received a few telephone
calls asking why we bother Quoting
power output at various different input
voltages when a car battery is 12
volts. A car battery very rarely gives an
output of 12v and it fluctuates Quite
considerably either side of this figure.
It is, therefore, essential that the rig is
capable of operating at various volt·
ages and consequently that its per·
formance is tested under these
varying conditions.
The ONT M40 is virtually 100%
accurate on both full and attenuated
power modes.
Power Output and Attenuation

......
High
Low

to.1v
2.4W
O.05W

13.b
3.SW
O.35W

t4.5v
4.0W
O.39W

Frequency

Channel spacing was measured and
found to be accurate at 10KHz and'
extremes of temperature made only
minimal difference to the frequency of
the set.
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normally of signals that are exactly on
frequency, not AM signals that are off
frequency - they would give a different result.
Adjacent channel rejection
Temperature Stability & Channel Spacing
Temp.

CH1

CH40

4soF
(cold
morning)
6S"F
(room
temp.)

27.60108

27.9910S

27.60110

27.99110

Modulation

For this test the peak deviation is
measured and an audio tone fed into
the microphone connections.
Modulation limiting on the DNT is
very acceptable and full deviation of
the modulation is possible, which
means that voice patterns should be
reproduced faithfully.
Modulation
Input
level'

0.5mV
1.0mV
2.0mV
50mV
200mV

5OOH,
0.45KHz
0.75KHz
1,00KHz
l.25KHz
1.4KHz

Input frequency
1125Hl
2S00Hl
1.5KHz
0.6KHz
0.65KHz
1.5KHz
1.6KHz
0.65KHz
1.6KHz
0.65KHz
1.6KHz
0.7KHz

Receiver test
Audio output

Measured into an a-ohm load. powered at 13.2v at 1KHz, the lower output distortion levels of the M40 are
either lower or on a par with most
other sets. At a full 3 watts audio output, however, the distortion was
measured at 30%, which is rather high
considering that most of the other
characteristics of this set are above
average. It must be stated that the
manufacturers only claim a maximum
of 2 watts output.

Measured Distortion
1.0 walls
2.4 watts
3.4 watts (max.)

al 2.7% distortion
al 10% distortion
at 30% dlstorllon

Squelch level

Threshold - 0.1 uV.
Fully muted - OAuV.
ThIS is the least variable squelch
control that we have so far come
across which can either be viewed as
an advantage or disadvantage depending on what you want from a rig. In
essence, this set will not blank out
very much at all when the squelch is
fully muted.
Receiver sensitivity

Probably the most sensitive receiver of any of the sets we have so far
tested. In the absence of interference,
this receiver will bring in the farthest
CB stations very well.

Sensitivity
10dS Quieting
20dS QuietIng
30dB QuietIng

O.17uV
OA9uV
1.9uV

AM rejection

A result of 38ctS was measured on
the DNT M40 by feeding a fully-limited FM signal (10uV) into the receiver, this is artificially modulated with
a 1KHz tone (105KHz deviation). At
this stage the receiver's audio output
is noted. Then the modulation is
changed from FM to AM but with 30%
modulation. Now the audio output is
measured again and a figure relative
to rejection is obtained.
The DNT again managed to give a
good result, although once more one
must understand that the rejection is

Obtaining a relative indication of
rejection by feeding two signals into
the set, one on channel 19 the other
on 20, the output of one generator
can be gradually increased until the
receiver starts to hear a deteriorating
unwanted signal of exactly 3dB. This
is readable on the generator's output
and gives good indication as to the
set's capability. 50uV for 3dB is the
reading for the DNT M40 and once
more this figure is considered to be
fair although marginally higher figures
have been achieved in the past.
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Manufacturer's S~clflcation
Gcne,.1
FreQuency
Channels
FreQuency tolerance
0.001%
Operating
temperature
Operating voltage
Operating voltage
range
Oimensions
Semiconductors
ceramic filter
Weight
Itt'celvcr
Sensitivity
Selectivity
Adjacent channel
rejectIon
IF freQuencies
SQuelch. adlustable
Image rejection
Audio output
T'lnsmlttcr
RF output
Type of modulation
Modulation deviatIon
Harmonic,
spurious relection

26·2SM Hz/operatiooal
27.6015-27.99125MHz
40 switched
-10"C-+5S"C
12 volt battery/13.2V
nominal
11·16 VDC
165 x 155 x 50mm
24 transistors. 14
diodes, 4 IC's, 2 LED.
1 channel display
3
1.400gr.
Better than OAuV for
10dS S+N/N
±3.6KHz·6dB,
10KHz-S5dB
SOdS
455KHz/10.695MHz
0.1-1.5uV
Better than 90dS
2 walt/S ohm
OA14.0 watts (Lo/HI)
FM
2.5KHz max.
Seller t~n S x 10-8 /
2.5)( 10 wall

Summary
This is a true FM set with not one
part of it looking as though it has an
AM ancestor_ RF filtering is the best
that has so far been seen indicating
that the equipment is obviously pur·
pose designed for the UK market.
Internally the set is well laid out and
the construction of the circu itry is
fairly good.
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Just a few more legal rigs and twigs
Since we last presented a range of
legal rigs which at the time were available. no less than 30 new models
have come onto the British market.
Many of the sets that have recently
been launched are the same, externally, as others but with different trade
names on the front of the set.
Internally, the majority of CB rigs
can be traced back to about five Far
Eastern manufacturers who make CB
radios for the world market; which
makes much of the circuitry very similar. In essence then, not many of the
rigs in this feature are totally unique
but many of them do incorporate facilities or controls that haven't previ·
ously been seen.
We will leave you, the potential customer, the task of identifying the
manufacturer and the ultimate deci·
sion as to which set to buy, as retail
prices vary for very similar-looking
equipment.
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Interceptor

Te

300

You may have already seen pictures
of the Interceptor range of transceivers but at last the sets themselves
are available. Our ingenious symbols
were designed before final specifications of the "rC 300 were released
which means 'that the clever SWR
warning indicator, which this set has,
cannot be pictorially depicted. Imported
by Chelsea CB and Parkington and
available from good CB shops.
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JWR Diplomat 40
Definitely a rig for those with a bit
more cash than your average feature
writer. The Diplomat can be purchased complete with a selective calling device built in which gives this
home base a distinct advantage for
business users. If you decide to have
the optional sel. call. fitted, the retail
price of this John Woolfe Racing set
will exceed £200 (phew!).
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HlRVlRDCB
Harvard 402 MRA
Imported and distributed by Harris
Overseas, the Harvard 402 is one of
five mobile sets bearing the Harvard

name. The Harvard name has become
well established, especially among
younger breakers, as the company
who make walkie talkies. Chances are
when you see a young person
'playing' with a walkie, it will have
come from this company.
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Cobra 21X FM

O'

The brand name Cobra can be found
on the front of many AM sets as well
as this, their first legal FM rig. Mura
Electronics have the sole importation
and distribution rights to Cobra in the
United Kingdom and it is through their
appointed agents that you will be able
to purchase the 21 X FM.

President KP 77
President are known world wide as
purveyors of things CB. However, this
particular set is not exactly what it
seems. If you look closely at the
photograph of this base station, next
to the CB 27/81 logo, you will see the
Dutch PTT mark which indicates that
this set was originally planned to sell
in Holland. It has been converted to
meet British specifications and until
we manage to put it on the test bench
we cannot say how well it meets MPT
1320 reqtlirements.
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York JCB 863
Another relative newcomer to Britain is the name York. The JCB 863 is

definately designed for people with
more than two hands judging by the
amount of controls included on the
front panel (1-4 for Octopus)_ On sale
in larger branches of Woolco and
Woolworth along with a whole range
of York products.
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Stingray home base antenna
Designed by our resident genius
antenna maker, F. C. Judd, the Stingray is one of the first legal home base
antennas to meet British specifica·
tion. This antenna can be either pole
mounted or left free standing and is
entirely British made. Suitable for FM
or AM operation, the Stingray has a
power handling capacity of up to 500
watts. Distributed in the UK by C-Brit
Ltd.

Persuader Antennas
]

__c

f~

Persuader antennas

able to being mounted in the variety of
ways most popular to CB users. Seen
as serious competition by most major
antenna manufacturers, Antenna Incorporated products are becoming increasingly more popular.

Two new legal mobile twigs which
are now available come from Antenna
Incorporated and are being sold
under the name of Persuader. Marketed by Mocom, they are both adapt-
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NEWS

REVIEW
CD radio proves helpful in severe weather conditions
The severe weather conditions that
we have been experiencing over the
last couple of months have given rise
to a tidal wave of good publicity for
breakers up and down the country.
Helping people out of snow drifts,
flooded buildings and other hazards
have proved to be some of the many
assets attributed to CB radio.
Christmas also produced some favourable publicity for CB. Donations of
rigs to disabled and handicapped
people proved to be a popular pastime amongst the CB clubs.

ting really worried about one of their
colleagues who had managed to get
stuck behind an abandoned snowplough and set out to walk back
through the blizzard to his home. It
took him four hours and they were
about to send out a search party for
him. M r. Gaine said that he wanted to
thank all the breakers who gave up
spare time to help in the rescue
operation.

Sunday People

Helping a jock in a jam

Nobody talks to Bert,
the sad CB pensioner
Lonely Albert Dawson, the sad CB
fan, recently made a heartfelt plea on
the airways for people
talk to him.
Seventy-year-old Albert, who bought
his rig for companionship after the
death of his wife late last year, says
that none of the younger breakers will
talk to him because of his age. Exdeckhand Albert, who uses the handle
Tugboat, was appealing to them
before Christmas in an attempt to
liven up the festive season, the first
for 46 years without his wife. He said
that Christmas would be the most miserable time of his life and that he
would welcome the chance to chat
with youngsters on GB but all they
seem to want to do is take the mickey
out of him.

to

Eastern Daily Press
CB fans rescue 12 from drifts
Mid-Norfolk GB fans swung into
action as a snow rescue service
during the recent bad weather. Using
their. rigs they saved dozens of people
from snow drifts and even gave some
of them a bed for the night. Kevin
Gaine, Secretary of the Mid-Norfolk
CB Club, said that they dug one car
load out and put them up for the night
and that several other people were
wandering along the Dereham bypass and were given a lift back into
town. Seven hundred members of the
club were covering a wide area of Norfolk from the A 11 to Hunstanton,
assisted by a central control station.
At one point, club members were get-
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The Standard
Capital Radio executives have
imaginatively installed two CB radios
in their Euston Tower headquarters so
they can pick up on-the-spot traffic
reports from their listeners. Capital's
Jan Reid said that if listeners contact
them about sudden snarl ups or accidents they can divert their airborne
flying eye to check the situation over.
Using the handle Cockney Sparrows,
Capital are at the moment limited to a
three-mile radius but plans are under
way to increase this figure to 10 miles.
Although the BBC and LBC do not
plan to follow Capital's example there
are numerous disc jockeys who use
CB radio - Tony Blackburn, DLT, Steve
Wright and Adrian Love to name but a
few.
"I find it incredibly useful," says
Adrian Love. "I use it all the time when
I'm in a hurry to get somewhere so I
can avoid being stuck in traffic for half
an hour."

Daily Express
Katrlna's love In the air
Brave thalidomide victim Katrina
O'Andilly has become more than good
buddies with fellow CB fan Keith
Aldridge_ Sexy Eyes - , 9-year-old
Katrina's handle - got her man after
he jokingly insulted her over the air.
That was eight months ago. They
arranged an eyeball and haven't
looked back. "We got on very well,
considering his insults," she said, "but
we don't do our courting over the air
any more because there are too many
people listening." Keith said that they
both owe a lot to CB radio. "Without it
we might never have met. On channel
she's a very popular lass. Even though

CB fans
rescue
12 from
drifts
Mid-Norfolk CB fans swung

into action as a snow rescue

service.
Using their radios. they saved a
dozen people from snow-drifts and
gave some a bed for the night, said
Mr. Kevin Caine, secretary nf the
Mid-Norfolk Breakers' Club.
"We dug out one car-load at
Shipdham and put them up for the
night Some more J?eOP'le were
wandering aimlessly on top of the
Dereham bypass, so we took them
into town," said Mr. Caine(Elcctric
Frog, as he is better known to
fellow CB users.)
"We had about 700 breakers
covering a patch from the A 11 to
Hunstanton. A central control also
logged road reports radioed in by
members.
"We got really worried about
one member, though. His car got
trapped behind a snowplough
which got stuck near Watton, and
he started to walk back h'ome to
Shipdham in the blizzard. It took
him .four hours - we were on the
verge of sending a search party."
Mr. C aine said he wanted to
thank all the breakers who helped
in the rescue operation and missed
sleep through it lilt was total!)
spontaneous. We had not r'ehearsed
this kind.of incident Myself and the
chairm@.n, Mr. Richard Baker (or
Bluebird) started it - and it just
snowballed."

I'm engaged to her I have to wait my
turn to talk to her over the air. Everybody wants to talk to her," he said.
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Northern Echo
Bad buddy upset CB listen

1'5

Naughty words on CB radio led to
an incident involving a length of chain
and a strip of copper piping says the
Northern Echo. Unemployed Stephen
Barker, 24, and about 15 other CB
enthusiasts, were at a house in Newton Atcliffe when they heard the bad
language on the air. They located its
source, resolved to go down and sort
it out and that was when the piping
and chain were picked up.
In the row that followed a young
man received a three·inch cut across
his head from a blow with the copper
piping. Mr. Barker admitted a breach

of the peace and was bound Qver in
the sum of £200.
Three other young men are to face
similar charges at a later date.

Eastern Anglian
Daily Times
CB hclps rcscuc
of Ipswich diabetic
Ipswich diabetic Mrs. Jennifer Hook,
is recovering at home after being rescued by a CB operator. Jennifer collapsed in the early hours of the
morning at her home which is not on
the phone. "I did not want to leave
Jennifer and the phone around the
corner is often out of order anyway,"
said her husband. "She collapsed on
the floor and I was very worried so I
put out an emergency call on the CB
set in the living room," he continued.
"I finally picked up a breaker called
Organ Grinder in Colchester and told
him what had happend."
Organ Grinder phoned an ambulance which arrived in five minutes.
Jennifer was taken to the Ipswich
Hospital where she was treated and
later released. Mr. Hook, whose
handle is Country Boy, said, "It could
have been very dangerous and I think
the CB could have saved her life."

Western Daily Press
Kidney boy's good buddlcs
Kidney transplant patient Mark
Gardiner, aged 13, received the
Christmas present of his dreams
thanks to his good buddies on the airwaves. Gloucestershire breakers were
moved by Mark's bravery following
transplant in Guy's Hospital, London a
few months before. So when they discovered that he was a CB enthusiast
they collected £ 139 to buy him a rig
and all the extras but CB shop owner
Mr. John Barker has given Mark the
equipment free and the money raised
will go to Guy's Hospital Kidney Unit.
Mark, who comes from Bisley, near
Stroud, has had a kidney disease
almost from birth. Last summer he had
both kidneys removed and was confined to a dialysis machine. He is now
recovering from the transplant and is
expected to be allowed home shortly.
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CB helps rescue
ofIpswich diabetic
IPSWICH diabetic Mrs.
So he put out an
Jennifer Hook is recovering emergency call on the CB
at home after a coma col- set in his living room.
lapse ordea"l in which a CB
"I finally picked up a
operator came to the breaker called Organ
rescue.
Grinder in Colchester and
And her husband Ron told him what had
believes the CB set at their happened."
Spenser Road home helped
The fellow operator
save his wife's life.
called an ambulance which
For Jennifer collapsed in arrived in five minutes.
the early hours of the mornJennifer was taken to the
ing at the cOl1ple's home, Anglesea Road Wing of the
which is not on the phone.
Ipswich Hospital where she
"I did not want to leave was treated and later
Jennifer and the phone released.
around the corner is often
Mr. Hook, whose handle
vandalised anyway," said is Country Boy, said, "It
Mr. Hook.
could have been very
"She had collapsed on dangerous and I think· the
the floor. and I was very' CB could have saved her
worried."
life."
Daily Mirror
(Live Letters)
Big 0 r

0

It is not often that we feature letters
in this article but this particular one
caught my eye. The letter comes from
Miss c. L. Abbot of Hamfet Gardens,
Hammersmith and reads as follows:
"I was very interested to read in
your paper about people's experiences with the CB radio. It prompted
me to write to you about my mother,
Mrs. Shirley Abbott, who runs a small
taxi business. She suffers from multiple sclerosis and life up to now has
often been lonely and dangerous.
"Now, thanks to her new CB radio,
friendly voices and help are not far
away. Within a week of getting the
radio, Silver Lady - her CB handle has made many friends and it's not
only voices that come into her home,
their owners turn up too.
"Among those who drop in are
Catweasel- David Saxon - who is also
disabled. He gave her a table which is
designed so she doesn't have to
reach for the mike. He has since
started a group to help people like my
mother by converting switches and
rigs, etc.
"The nicest thinQ about CB is that

now I don't worry so much because I
know that if she doesn't answer the
call after a few minutes, someone
nearby drops in.
''It's a lifeline to my mother and I am
sure it would make a tremendous dif·
ference to many disabled people."

Daily Mirror
HI!..a.rtb"""k to CB oungste
Thousands of youngsters who were
given CB walkie·talkies for Christmas
are now throwing them away in dis·
gusT The sets, which cost between
£25-£35 each, are only useful up to
100 yards in a built-up area. It's easier
to shout than call each other up on the
radio:Even in the open they only have
a range of one mile - and that is reduced as the batteries run down.
Thousands of hand-held rigs, all carlYing the CB27/81 stamp, were sold
over the counter at Christmas.
Experts claim that retailers are partly
to blame for selling equipment they
know nothing about. Some of the
blame must also fall on the parents
who have bought the sets without
seeking information about their capabilities.
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AMERICAN SWEAT SHIRTS

CRESLAN/COTTON

SPECIAL OFFER

£5.99
EACH

DELIVERED

ALSO

T-SHIRTS

£2.50

EACH DELIVERED

1
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Colours White/Blue/Grey
Delivery Within 28 days

Please state requirement:
Sweat or T-Shirts,
Sizes and Colou rs,
Desig n 1 or 2 as above,
Address to send parcel.

Cheques to:
Elmglow Ltd.
12 Hurst Road
Buckhurst Hill
Essex

NO BULLSHITH BEST PRICES BEST PRODUCTS
';SMR14GS FROSM
HOME BASE UNITS
BY RETURN DELIVERY

{1

~.
plus p & P

{1
O

FM MOBILE TRA....SCEIVERS
Commlron CB40F
Mustang CB 1000
Sapphire X2QO
Sapphire X4QOO
DNT M 40 FM
Midland 2001
Midland 3001
Midland 4001
Grandstand Hawk
Grandstand Bluebird
Grandstand Gemini
Rolel 230
Rotel240

54.50
61.00
67.95
93.50
79.95
69.95
82.50
95.00
75.00
83.50
120.00
79.00
45.S0

HAND-HELD FM TRANSCEIVERS

Pres'dent KP 77

11750

Harvard Base Station
Malor 4000
Grandstand Base Station
(The Ultimate)
DNT B 40

12500
, 3500
229.95

ANTENNAS

EVERY ITEM SOLD BV US

19.50
21.50
75.50

g~i ~~ ~~ ~Oc~~~1

~~:~~ ~ us :~j=~~R~:=O~~~R

• uo'~,FoUML~YrnGLyUARA5.n5HnTEE.,E~.:....RH

All goods are despatched to you, fully insured. by the
fastest available means. Carriage charges: Small acces·
s£o3rOieOS £H1.00; M obile. rigs & twigs £2.00; Hsome base twigs
. : ome b ase rigs £5.00 (next day ecuricor £9.50).
O rd ers over £3 5 0 carriage f ree.

24.S0
10.50
11.50
14.9S
9.95
8.80
19.95

(OS32~~~~~~:9 7~~:

BB13271
24hr answering service

12.95
19.50
24.00
54.00
5.25
1.00
4.S0
3.95
5.00
28.00
1.15
10.20

r ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,I
I Please supply

I

.

,

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::':.:::::::::::::::::::::::: .:::::::: I

J

1 =~~~;~~:~a~d

I NAME.

I

ADDRESS

No

:::::::::::::::::::::::....

..

.

.'

:I

"'1

"',

1enctose Cheque/PO value C
..
. payable to Marg,nplan Ltd
Access/Barclaycard holders phone (0532)456464 Quollng your Account Number

I

MAH~~!~:;'~:'~o~!~:a~ED I!~,.!
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3-5 amp power pack
(converted mobile to home base)
5-8 amp power pack
(converted mobile 10 home base)
25 watt amplifier
(boosts your outgoing signal)
SO wall amplifier
(boosts your outgoing signal)
SWR meters, from
Patch leads
Quick release slide mount
Extension speaker
PA horn
K40 power/processor mike
Cigar lighter plug
Suppression kit

100.00

K40
K40 mag base
Valor Y2 Breed
Dial-A-Match 48in
Mag mount lor V2 Breed!
Dial-A-Match
Boot mount for '12 Breed!
Dial-A-Match
Silverslar home base antenna
(Fully legal. a super twig)

Harvard 2 chnl (14·30)
Shira 2 chnl (14-19)
Harvard 40 chnl

Tel:

(CASH OR CREDIT CARD ORDERS)
ACCESSORIES

I

~I

'!.~~'!.~~~~~T!!'~!!?·

l!!!e~8ill1_'

I

..

1

~F!MJ
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BRITAIN'S BIGGEST
NATIONAL
EYEBALL
FEATURING: FROM RADIO 1 DAVE LEE TRAVIS

AND PHIL ENGLAND'S RADIO LUXEMBOURG ROADSHOW

Yes, due to the enormous success of the first "Britain's Biggest National Eyeball" and to the
great demand from breakers everywhere, Britain's Biggest National Eyeball 2 is set for Sunday,
28 March 1982, 2.00-11.30pm, at Thorpe Park, Chertsey, Surrey. Britain's Biggest National
Eyeball 1 was a raving success and we're all set to repeat the experience with the help of Radio
1's Dave Lee Travis, himself a CB operator, and Phil England's Radio Luxembourg Roadshow.

What is an Eyeball?
You may have been to a CB exhibition before and think you know what to expect. Well, forget it. This is
something different. Our aim is to entertain and inform. An Eyeball, in CB terms, is a meeting, a getting
together of people with a common interest in CB, a social event as well as an opportunity for you to browse
around trade stalls and a chance for you to find out about some of the other aspects of CB, such as the
emergency monitoring services and sideband operation.

What will be there?
Trade stalls and exhibitions, CB and sideband clubs, top DJ's, bars (all-day extension) and catering facilities,
the regular Thorpe Park attractions (roller rink, Cinema 180, waterbus, amusements, children's rides, fun
house and model world as available) but most of all fellow CB'ers.

How much?
Tickets will be £2 on the day, under-14's £1 and under-5's free. Advance bookings for 25 and over £1.75
each and for 50 and over £1.50 each. Free car parking.

Can I bring the children?
Yes, of course. They are welcome and will enjoy the day with, of

cours~.

the Thorpe Park facilities.

Advance booking conditions
Advance tickets are sold at the stated rates regardless of user. Therefore, children's tickets do not count
towards discount quantities and should be purchased separately.

........-

.......
•

Thorp(! Park Is situated on the A320 half way
between Stalnes and Chertsey (6Jllt 2 on the M3).

It is 6 miles by foad 'rom Heathrow Airport and 2\
miles from London's Wesl End.

The
Raii
and
fast

nearest main line British
Station is Staines
there are frequent
services to London.

ADVANCE BOOKING APPLICATION. Send to: 20·27 Promotions, 33 Church Road, Chavcy Down, Ascot, Berks. SLS BRR
Telephone enquiries: Winkfield Row (03447) 5845
Name.
.
.

Address

Club (if available)

.

Please send
_ tickets for Britain's Biggest
National Eyeball 2 at Thorpe Park, Chertsey, Surrey on 28
March 1982. I enclose cheque/PO for...
made payable to 20-27 Promotions.

Tel:
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Part 3 by E. A. Rule
So far this series we have dealt with sensitivity
and selectivity in some detail with a brief look at the
'capture effect'. This capture effect is unique to the
FM system and has no counterpart in either AM or
SSB. Because it offers the FM system an advantage
of co-channel working which the others do not have
we shall now take a closer look at this capture effect
and how it is measu red.
The capture effect is the ability of an FM receiver
to suppress the weaker of two signals on the same
frequency present at its input. The weaker signal
tends to produce amplitude modulation of the
stronger and as this amplitude modulation is then
removed by the limiter stage the weaker signal is
suppressed. The amount of difference between the
two signals strengths, before capture, is expressed
in dB's and is the CAPTURE RATIO. The LOWER the
figure in dB's the better the receiver.
The way this effect is measured is shown in figure
1. The test requires two signal generators, one of
these must be capable of FM modulation, the other
one only needs to provide an unmodulated signal.
The outputs from the two generators are combined
via a matching network and the combined outputs

FM Generator
A

taken to the receiver input via a suitable artificial
aerial. The two generators are both tuned to exactly
the same frequency on the test channel. The
unmodulated generator is switched off and the
modulated one is set up to provide an input to the
receiver which will produce a signal to noise ratio of
30dB. The generator is modulated at 400Hz to a
deviation of 1.5KHz for this test, and the attenuator
switched out of circuit. The attenuator is then
switched into circuit at 1dB attenuation and the
receiver output set to provide a suitable OdB reference point on the millivolt meter. The attenuator is
then switched out of circuit again. The unmodulated
generator's output is then increased until the output
shown on the millivolt meter drops to the OdB reference level. The signal input is noted. The attenuator
is then switched back into circuit and set for 30dB
attenuation. The sensitivity of the millivolt meter is
increased so that this new (lower) level establishes
a new OdB reference level. The attenuator is again
switched out of circuit and the unmodulated generator output adjusted until the receiver output falls to
this new reference level. This generator output level
is also noted. The voltage ratio of these two levels is

FM Generator
B

Switched
Attenuator

--.'-

- Matching
network

FM Receiver
under test

in

rout

Millivolt meter

I
I
in

l

out

r

~

Fig- 1. Tesl set up for measuring fhe coplure rotio. Oorh generators ore tuned
to fhe some frequency.
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converted to dB's, half of this ratio is the capture
ratio in dB's (the reason for halving the dB's is
because we are concerned with the signal power
and the generators will be calibrated in voitage
outputs.
The test is repeated at different signal input levels
and the results recorded, it can also be repeated at
different modulation (deviation) levels and a curve
plotted showing the capture ratio obtained for
varing input signal levels. The receiver RATED capture ratio should be the WORSE figure obtained.
Great care is needed during this test to ensure that
the two generators remain exactly on the same frequency during the whole of the test period. Figures
of less than 6dB can be considered good and
figures less than 12dB reasonable. This test is not
an easy one to carry out and care is needed if meaningful results are to be obtained.

Image rejection
The immunity of an FM receiver to spurious signals can be tested in a number of ways and we have
already looked at one of these (selectivity), another
concerns the image rejection. All superhetrodyne
receivers will respond to two input frequencies.
These two signals are spaced from the local oscillator frequency by the IF frequency, one on each
side, Fig. 2. Only one of these is the wanted signal,
the other is the image (sometimes called the second
channel interference). By suitable choice of IF frequency and front end selectivity this unwanted
image signal can be reduced to an acceptable level
and the ratio between the two responses is the
image response in dB's. In this case the higher the
number the better.
To measure the image response the generator is
first tuned to the wanted frequency and its output
level adjusted for rated receiver sensitivity for a signal to noise ratio of 30dB. Its output level is noted. It
is then tuned to the image frequency and its output
increased until the same output from the receiver is
obtained. The difference in dB's between the two
output levels is the image rejection ratio. Figures
higher than 60dB can be considered good with figures of BOdB excellent. Under 50dB is likely to allow
interference from strong signals on the image frequency. Receivers with less than 40dB may suffer
from severe interference at times. Fifty dB image
rejection should be considered the minimum for
27MHz CB use. Note that with an IF of 10,7MHz the
image could fall into the UK band 1 TV frequencies
and if a receiver is used close to one of these highpower transmitters a poor image rejection could
result in a bUZZing sound (picture signal) on some or
all CB channels. A series trap tuned to the image frequency and connected across the receiver input will
greatly heip reduce this source of interference (this
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could be applied to any source of interference due
to a poor image rejection).

IF rejection
This is similar to the above except that signais are
picked up directly at the IF frequency. It is measured by switching the generator to the actual IF and
increasing its output until rated sensitivity is
obtained. The ratio in dB's between the two levels is
the IF rejection ratio. Most CB receivers have two
IF's and the rejection should be quoted for both frequencies. Figures should be higher than 70dB for
the lower IF and higher than 50dB for the higher IF.
Figures of BOdB and 60dB for the lower and higher
IF's respectively can be considered excellent for CB
receivers but lower figures of 60dB and 40dB may
cause problems under certain conditions. Again a
suitable series trap tuned to the IF across the receiver input can greatly improve matters. Some of the
pubiished specifications only give figures for the
lower IF (normally 455KHz) and ignore the higher
one, which in practice is more likely to cause
problems.

AM rejection
The ideal FM receiver should not respond to AM
signals of any kind but as we do not live in an ideal
world they all respond to AM to some degree. The
AM rejection is the amount in dB's that a 30% modulated AM signal would be reproduced at the output
of an FM receiver compared with a modulated FM
signal. This test is made by first injecting an FM signal at a strength of around 10 microvolts (see note
at end of this month's article) which is deviated to
1.5KHz and setting the output level to a OdB reference on a suitable meter. The generator is then
switched from FM to AM modulation at 30% and the
drop in output on the meter noted. The difference
between the two readings is the AM rejection in
dB's.
Figures higher than 30dB can be considered good
with 45dB or more excellent. Less than 25dB is
poor. This test is sometimes carried out with simultaneous FM and AM modulation of the generator
with a special filter to remove the recovered FM signal (400Hz) to be measured. This test is more severe
and lower figures can be expected. Note, ignition
interference is AM in nature and a good AM rejection figure will result in less ignition interference
from your mobile rig reducing the need of suppressing interference from this source.

limiting
Once the signal input reaches a certain strength
any further increase will NOT produce a corresponding increase in audio output. This point is
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where the receiver has reached full limiting. Measurement of this is simple. A generator is set for fuli
deviation at 400Hz modulation frequency and its
output increased until there is no further increase in
audio output from the receiver, its output is then
decreased until the output of the receiver drops
1dB. The generator output level is noted and is the
signal input required for full limiting.
This point will be very low (around 1 microvolt or
less) with a well-designed receiver. In general, receivers with poor limiting will also have poor AM
rejection and capture ratio figures.

this test. These are designated f1 and f2. The intermodulation product is due to: 2f1 minus f2 and 2f2
minus f1. For example, channel 5 and 6 would be
27.641 and 27.651, therefore 2f1 minus f2 would
give 27.631 (channel 4) and 2f2 minus f1 gives
27.661 (channel 7). In other words, if two signals on
channels 5 and 6 are strong enough they will be
heard mixed together on channels 4 and 6 as well,
causing interference to any signals already on those
channels. The rated RF intermodulation rejection
figure is the difference in dB's between the rated
receiver quieting sensitivity and the signal level

Wanted
signal

Local Osc
frequency

27MHz

37.7MHz

\__~

Image

48.4MHz

~_~A_~ _~)
y
V

IF 10.7MHz

IF 10.7MHz

Ag. 2. Showing how on unwonted signal on me Image frequency con olso
produce on IF.

Repeat spot rejection
This figure is rarely quoted in specifications. If a
very strong signal is applied to the input of a rec'3iver it is possible for it to mix with the second harmonic of the local oscillator and produce an IF signal. The input frequency required to do this is at plus
or minus half the iF one side of the wanted channel.
Measurement is made by selting the generator frequency higher (or lower) than the receiver by half
the IF. Its input is then increased until the same
quieting figure is reached as, for a standard sensitivity test. The difference between the two generator
outputs is the repeat spot rejection in dB's. This can
be expected to be at least 20dB better than the
image rejection figure and on a really well-designed
receiver can be as high as 80-100dB. Like image
rejection this is dependent on the front end selectivity but good mixer design plays an important part
as well. The reason for using the quieting figure
instead of signal to noise is because as the signai is
mixing with the second harmonic of the oscillator
the actual amount of deviation will be changed.

RF intermodulation
Once again, this figure is rareiy quoted yet it is
one of the most important as it gives an indication of
how a receiver will perform in the presence of a
number of strong signals. Two signals are used for
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required to produce intermodulation products equal
to this. The two signals, f1 and f2 are applied at
equal strength via a suitable calibrated attenuator.
The higher the resulting figure the better the
design of receiver with 40dB or more being considered good. Fifty dB or more would be excellent for a
CB receiver, with anything below 20dB causing severe problems.
How do modern CB receivers stand up to these
tests? In order to find out, three FM CB transceivers
were obtained and put through the tests outlined
above. The results were quite surprising and next
month all will be revealed together with the results
of a few other tests. Enough for the moment to say
that there is room for improvement!
Regretfully an error crept into the article last
month. When checking selectivity an input signal of
10 microvolts is used, not 100 as stated.
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: 100% CB :
: SPECIALISTS :
•

For expert and sound advice

••
.Vast range of legal FM sets
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•
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Plus full range of CB accessories •
Fitting service
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OPEN SEVEN DA YS

•

8.JOam·7.00 pm Mon.-Sal., IO.OOam·4.00 pm Sun.
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37 Station Rd, Rickmansworth
Hertfordshire
Tel: RICKMANSWORTH 70634
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HAMMERSMITH
CB CENTRE
First
with the best

R.c.v· 230 SoPECIALoPRICE t:~i:'

£1

W,fh

,

. .Charn....a'l/aboO.
..

The Norths leading in-car and
CB specialists UNIT ONLY
CB

RIGS

Rotel
240
Unison
200
Radiomobile 201
Radiomobile 202

HYGAIN

V9C%

aerial ~ qual/tt/ele

UNIT ONLY
RIGS PRICE

PRICE CB

89.90
94.00
65.95
96.00

VALOR

Academy
Academy
K40 mic
K40 aerial

K40

"'''~af1(J1I. 'I

..._ : . "

501
502

65.00
70.00
£23 00
£28:00

SHAKESPEAR

Call and see us now or call

Kevin Lowe on 0274·28843
12 months guarantee parts and labour prices inc. VA T

Interceptor FM Transceivers
The only make with built-in SWR and
polarity protection from £79.95
Order your set now from stock. Many other
makes of rigs available. Phone for details.
Post, packing, insurance £3.50 or call at our showroom. We've got the largest selection in the area.
We've got the twigs - greatest choice of mobile and
home-based antennas. We've got the expert staff
that can advise. We've got the names from all the
best gear - Interceptor, Ham, Radiomobile. Fidelity,
K40, Bremi, etc.
Mail order lists available
Access and Darc1aycNd accepted

HAMMERSMITH CB CENTRE, 216 King Street,
Hammersmith, London, W6 Tel. 01-748 6982
Open seven days a week
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Branches at
15-17 Spring Gardens, Manningham Lane Bradford Tel: 32669
306-310 Shalesmoor, Sheffield 3 Tel: 730988
708 Chester Rd, Stretford, LancsTel: 061-872-6888
11a Cherry Row, Leeds 9 Tel: 451695
89/91 Bradford Road, Huddersfield Tel: 43229
Toft Green, York Tel: 58987

Walkergate, Olley Tel: 463492
Huddersfield Road, Oldham Tel: 061-624-1950

Carr House Rd, Hyde Park Ind Est, Doncaster Tel: 69679
251 Mansfield Road, Nottingham Tel: 411611
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CB Diary
Received this in the post recently
and liked it, so thought we'd let you
read it too. Looks as if it will be a regular feature as well!

Confessions of a C8 Enthusiast
from Videostar (Raymond E. Orr)
PLT (Pre legalisation Tension)

UK rules?

;:;:::;:::::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:::::::;:::;:::::::::;:;:;:::::;:;:;:;::::::

THAMES Paramcdico
THAMES emergency monitoring
service has formed a new branch of its
operation which will deal with or help
with accidents requiring medical
assistance. The' service has been
started by London ambulance man
Mr. P. eostetlo after initial contact
with the Bromley Flying Doctor Ser·
vice who use CB for helping with accidents, etc.
The Paramedico service has had a
lot of thought given to it and has two
doctors as National Medical Advisers
and '8 doctor as National Director of
Training. The Constitution lists its
objects as
1. The preservation of life.
2. The provision of medical and rescue assistance in the event of a major
disaster or incident.
3. Medical advice to THAMES.
4. First aid training to monitors.
The service has already given
advice and assistance at road accidents and aCCidents in the home. In
the event of a major or national disaster members of-THAMES Para medica
can be co-ordinated into the area to
give assistance to the emergency
services.
Membership is open to doctors,
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Were you ready on Legalisation
Day? I was! Late on Sunday 1 November, I carefully drilled a hole in the roof
of my Valva and mounted an
'approved' twig, discreetly hiding the
co-a x lead down the windscreen pillar
to the front dashboard. Everything
was OK and I then took my latest pride
and joy, a Harrier 40ch FM transceiver, from its box and read the
instructions carefully. After all, if
you've spent close on £90 on equipment, you would never forgive yourself if after installation you switched
on and melted the engine and blew
the battery! A quick final check that I
had ali the details correct (I had) and
the time slowly ticked round to midnight. Whilst I was debating whether
to wait until 00.00 before transmitting
to check SWR, a thought had occurred
- even though it would be legal in less
than 20 minutes, I still couldn't buy a
licence so technically I would still be
breaking the law! After having a quick
look round, nobody seemed to be
interested in my nocturnal endeavours, except possibly for the neighbourhood cat, with a will I nervously
keyed the mike and trimmed the twig
with my 'el cheapo' SWR meter and
got an acceptable 1.5:1. There was no
need to saw bits of the twig off, which
proved a relief. After all, if you've paid
£20 for a SuperDeLuxe 'Bring-It-Back10-4' twig, it's not an encouraging
sight to see a sizeable pile of metal
filings after you discovered the reason
why you couldn't get a decent SWR
was because you remembered to connect the rig to the meter but not the
meter to the twig!
Promising to myself I would go

direct to the Post Office and get my
licence first thing, I switched on and
turned to channel 14 and waited. And
waited. And waited ... not a thing! I
searched up and down and nothing
intelligible was to be heard. This
proved to be a body blow as I was
expectirig to be able to listen in to all
those interesting conversations the
CB dealer told me I could eavesdrop
on! That was enough for one night, so
locking up the car I went to bed
hoping that I would hear someone
when driving into work in the morning.
It hadn't occurred to me that I could
have called out for someon€'! to copy
me!
We're legal (Legalisation Day)

Up sharpish,l grabbed a grubby tenner from my quickly dwindling funds
and shot round to my Head Post
Office with my CB Licence form neatly
fiiled in (and secretly thanking CB
Radio for including one in the Novem·
ber edition!). With the time-worn gesture of grumbling when paying my £34
TV licence, the clerk was most surprised to see me gleefully pushing
money her way without even a grimace or a moan about the cost of living.
I waited with baited breath whilst she
looked in her stamp book, I went a
little pink When she started searching
through her drawers and nearly
expired when she said that she hadn't
been issued with the stamps and had
to see the Head Clerk for gUidance!
Ten minutes later, the sheet of CB
stamps (CB1) were found and my form
was duly stamped and receipted. I
was now officially 'legal' until midnight on 31 October 1982!
With the joys of spring (weil all right,
winter) in the air - I phoned my local
ITV station and told them that CB was
now legal and would they mention it
on their locals news/magazine programme? They did better than that, I
was told to bring my car round to the
TV studios as they wanted to film a
legal CB in action. Fresh disasters
were about to come ... and I'll tell you
about them next month!

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::;::::::::::::

PARAMEDIr,O

qualified nurses and professional
ambulance personnel in the Medical
Section and to fire and police officers
with first aid certificates and experienced first aiders with four years' continuous certificates in the Paramedical Reserve Section.
Contact by doctors, nurses and first
aiders should be made to Mr. A.
Medcraft, 10 Stanhope Grove, Eden
Park, Beckenham, Kent and by fire,
police and ambulance personnel to
Mr. P. Costello, 13 Glennie Court,
Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, London
SE228NY.
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CB for the serious user

all those items are included in that

Just published is a book written by
George Christos, one of the founder
members of the Car Radio Independent Specialists Association (CRISP).
The book, CB For The Serious User, is
described on the back jacket as "the
common-sense guide to CB for people
who want to put private radio to good
use in business and in the home. It is
not a racy irrelevant celebration of
American truckers' culture". This is an
accurate picture of the book and its
opinions and would be a good introduction to British CB for a potential
buyer with no previous knowledge of
CB. The book covers the history and
uses of CB, business and commercial
applications, what to look for in a CB
and the usual mixture of codes, lan·
guage and codes of practice. It also
features a secion on CRISP and the
advantages of buying from or dealing
with a CRISP member.
All in all a nice, informative book.
However, two minor quibbles. The
book was, understandably, written
before legalisation and has made a
few assumptions which haven't held
good (like official call signs). Also the
presentation is a little basic to attract
the eye and to justify the cover price
of £2.99.

Irish Rovers
We have had a letter from an Irish
reader, telling us of the Irish Rover
International OX Group. Malcolm is
lIR24 and at the time of writing the
club has 31 members, 24 in Ireland,
two in England, three in Belgium, one
in France and one in Italy. That isn't
bad for a club only two months old.
The club has the usual package of ID
cards, club stamps, pens, QSL cards,
etc. and the membership cost is £5.00
Irish currency (although I don't think

IRISH ROVER

OX-GROUP

IRElAND

NO.

:::;:::;:;:;:::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:;:::;:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;:;:::;:::;:;:;:::::;:;:::::::;:::::::::;:;:::;:::::::::;:;:::::;:::::;:::;:::::;:::;:::::;:;::.;.;.;.;.;.;.;

Oxygen unit donated
Midnight Blue, of the Big 'C' Club '80
at Carmarthen, Dyfed, sent us a letter
giving details of the results of their·
recent charitable efforts.
After various fund-raising functions,
the club donated a portable oxygen
unit to the Dyfed Ambulance Unit.
The unit was presented to Mr. D. T. P.
Rogers of the Dyfed Health Authority.
Also present at the presentation was
the Chief Ambulance Officer, Mr. G. B.
Evans and members of the ambulance

crew.

:;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:::::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:::::;:::::::;:;:::::::::::::;:::;:::;:::::;:::::::;:::;:::::;:::;:;:::;:::;:;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::::;:::;:;:::::::;:::::;:::;:::::::;

FORTH

E SERIOUS USER

A legal base antenna
Last month we featured a little item,
'Legal Base Rigs at Last,' with details
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retail price of £24-£25 it is proving
very popular, so keep an eye open for
it.
.

;:::
}
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with"
I don't know quite what we started
with the win-a-rig competitions! The
licence competition wasn't so bad as
it was easy to decide who had won but
the deliberate mistake contest in
Round Up ... ! Post by the sackful
nearly and Carols, who opens the
post, got to the stage where she was
dreaming of letters addressed to 'Wina-rig'.
Lots of people got the right answer,
of course, but we were amazed by the
number of people who got the wrong
answer. It was sobering to see how
many mistakes get through the proof
reader as a lot of readers pointed out
spelling and typographical errors.
Trouble is those aren't deliberate, so
we decided they didn't count. As
you've partly realised by now, if you
read the magazines in order, the
results are on the introduction page in
February's issue. So hard luck and
commiserations to those who didn't
make it. (Incidentally the answer was,
for any of you still trying, that the pic·
tures of Motorfair and Custom Car
Show were tldnsposed).
By way of compensation we prf~sent
a selection of the funny, mildly correc;j:......
and just plain guesses that wyeceived. They made us laugh, se) as a bit
of light relief we offer "The Best of the
Win·a·Rig Contest". Names are left
out to protect the innocent!
One reader from Chipping Sodbury
(I suspected it was a wind up as soon
as I read that) sent four different postcards with the same answer in an
attempt to bludgeon us into giving him
the rig. Best attempt was "1 is de win·
ner cos I sees de boob. "you turns de
page upside down de pictures is in the
right place so you just needs to swaps
de words." Entertaining b!Jt too late!
More than one reader picked up the
incorrect spelling of 'weird' in the
article 'Germany Calling'. Our type·
setter has these occasional lapses
but how anyone can think it's spelt
'wierd' I don't know. Wierd that! Inci·
dentally, the writer from Mansfield
(and you know who you are) who
wanted a prize for the best typed let·
ter automatically got disqualified for
creeping too mUCh.
Yorkshire featured quite strongly
with some answers that surprised us.
One suggestion was that Sirtel, men·
tioned in 'Rigs and Chips', only make
and market accessories, not rigs, so
they shouldn't have been included in
the list of rig suppliers. Wrong, of
course, because they sell the ownbrand Searcher. 'Germany Calling'
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diff,r,n , ·
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came in for criticism again as one sentence was rather ambiguous - "The
legal CB in Germany bears no resemblance at all to the illegal American
AM CB . . ." Sunbeam quite rightly
pointed out that CB wasn't illegal in
America. However, it was meant to be
read that American CB is illegal in
Germany! The reporter has been sent
back to school to learn some sentence construction.
A couple of people thought we had
the dates of Motorfair incorrect (Could
be, I suppose, but that wasn't, a deliberate mistake either) and one reader
thought it was Motorflair. Another
astute gentleman pointed out that you
couldn't swap an Escort for a De
Lorean, even if you had the money
and wanted to, because the De
Lorean is for export only. I've learned
a lot from reading these letters, you
know.
A courageous reader from Salford
thought that Tony Blackburn was the
mistake. None of us would be brave
enough 10 say that. Wait a minute, I've
read the letter again and it says the
mistake is Tony Blackburn's in referring to slanguage not language. Hmm.
A 12-year·old reader from Wiltshire
reckoned we had got it wrong by
being at Trafalgar Square Post Office

at 7.45am as they open at 9.00. Only
wish you were right, lad, then Paul
needn't have got up at 6.00am but
they open at 8.00 all right.
One of the cheekiest letters received was from the Isle of Arran in
Scotland. This reader got the answer
right and crawled quite well by saying
what an excellent mag we were but he
blew the whole thing by saying "As I
am certain to be the only successful
entrant, I look forward to receiving by
return of post a nice new 27FM receiver and as I'm sure you already
know a rig needs a twig and plenty of
co-ax too'" Greedy!
This last one everyone else in the
office thought was hysterical. I'm not
too happy about it and you'll see why.
An unnamed (and good job, too)
reader from Walton-on-Thames decided
that the big mistake was in 'More of a
sigh than a gasp'. People who keep
back copies will see that there is a
thank you from a lady reporter with a
flat tyre. Our reader decided it was
really a man! Come on now, I'm no
Debbie Harry or Bo Derek but I'm
definitely not a man! My husband's
been giving me funny looks ever since
he read it!
Ms SS
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* South Coast CB Superstore *

Simply ring quoting your Barclaycard/Access
Same Day Despatch. Our Hotl."ne 0705 662145 • number
for immediate despatch of items listed

BASE STATION ANTENNAS

f

Starduster/Skylab Base Ant 6.2 Obs.
£19.79
GPA27 lh wave Base Ani 3.2 Obs gain ....
. £19.95
Alcomm DPA 11 UK (Legal home base ant). .. £23.95
Alcomm DPA 11 VR Base Ant 4 Obs gain
£22.34
Dipole Centre Fed Base Ant 2.2 Obs . . . .. ..
. . £8.60
HY'Gain Silver Rod Base Ant 3.8 Obs gain.
.. £23.95
Spitfire 3 El. Beam 8 Obs gain
£33.00
eTE GP127 Loft Antenna
£16.12
Boomerang Base/Loft Ant..
_•........... £: 11.42
Mini Boomerang Loft/Base Ant.
..£15.16

(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)

MOBILE ANTENNAS
K40 Mobile Ant (The BesH)
K40 Magnetic Mount.
Bandit B20-48 48in Mirror Mnt Complete
Bandit B20-56 56in Mirror Mnt Complete
Bandit B15-24 24in Mag. Mount Complete
Bandit B15-48 48in Cost Saver Mag. Mnt
Bandit Bl0-48 48in Mag. Mnt Power Pusher.
Bandit Bl0-56 56in Mag. Mnt Power Pusher
Cherokee 520 60in Half Breed Base Loaded
Cherokee 60in Warrior Centre Loaded
Cherokee 541 HBF 48in Hatch Back Mnt
MG 27 Mag. Mnt Ant

£29.50
£1 3.35
£24.99
£25.99
£25.25
£26.25
£32.50
£33.50
£12.99
£8.57
£26.95
£ 15.37

(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)
(A)

L1NEARS/PRE-AMPS
CTE Mini Tank 25W FM-SOW SSB Mobile Amp
CTE Colibri 30 30W FM-60W SSB Mob. Amp
CTE Colibri 50 SOW FM-l00W SSB Amp
CTE Jaguar 1OOW FM-200W SSB Mob. Amp
eTE Jumbo 300W FM·600W SSB
CTE Galaxi 750W FM-1500 SSB Mains Amp
CTE Mobile Pre-amp 25 Dbs Mod. 27-380
CTE Pre-amp 'On-Air' Base Mod. 27-375
_
RP 20 Mobile Pre·amp
Bremi BRL200 Mains 200W SSB Burner
Power Reducer Sirtel (3 position + D/L-)
Zetagi B70 70W FM 90W SSB Mobile Amp
Zetagi MC12 Modulation Controller

t23.25 (C)
£36.65 (B)
£54.35 (B)
£ 112.76 (B)
£199.00 (A)
£331.15 (A)
£23.25 (C)
£22.40 (B)
£16.63 (C)
£ 112.00 (A)
£21.98 (C)
£43.70 (B)
£18.50 (C)

POWER SUPPLIES
Slim Car 3A 13.8V Std. Pwr. Supply
Slim 350 3-5A Power Supply
'"
Bremi 3-5A De Luxe Power Supply
Micro 5-7A High Quality Power Supply..
.
AL6000 SA Var. Voltage Twin Mtr. Pwr. Sup
10 Amp Heavy Duty Power Supply..........

£10.50
£ 12.00
£ 12.25
£19.95
£42.56
. £47.95

(B)
(B)
(B)
(B)
(C)
(A)

SWR METERS, etc.
TCl Basic SWR Meter.
TC3 SWR/pwr/field strength 110 type. .
.
TC5 SWR/FS/power/matcher type 175
TC6 SWR/FS/power/matcher type 178
006 SWR/FS/power/matcher
Zetagi 500 Twin Meter De Luxe IKW SWR.
FD-50 Digital FreQ. Meter 5 digit

.. £8.54
£ 11.45
£16.95
£25.56
£23.00
£29.95

(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
£55.80 (C)

ANTENNA FITTINGS/CABLE/ACC.
CTE 27-422 De Luxe 300W Ant. Matcher
_... £ 12.80
CB30 100W Matcher
_
_., .. £6.64
Rotator for Beam Antennas
_
£39.30
2-Way Coax Ant. Switch .. _............•........... £6.75
3-Way Coax Ant. Switch 27-113 .. _. __ •..•....... £17.75
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(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)
(C)

4-Way Coax Ant. Switch (Zetagi V4)..
. .. £9.40 (C)
Dummy Load 5 Wall NC-570
£1.00 (C)
Dummy Load 30 Wall NC-589
.
£6.20 (C)
Sirtel TVI Filler (For back of TV sel)..
. .. £4.99 (C)
Sirtel TVI Filter (High Pass)....
.
£9.90 (C)
LP30 Type TVI Filter (High Pass)......
.
£4.10 (C)
CTE Super Quality TVI Filter (High Pass)
£9.60 (C)
RG·58U Coax Cable 100 Mtr. Coils
£25.00 (A)
RG-8U low Loss Coax Cable 100 Mtr. Coils.. £55.00 (A)
Patch Lead Complete with PL259's
£1.50 (C)
9 Mtr. Retractable Mast
£29.95 (A)
NFS 1000 Car Suppressor Kit Complete
£9.64 (C)

HEADPHONES/SPEAKERS/MISC.
Med. P.A. Speaker 5 Watt ... _.. .. .. . .. ..
.
MS-40 CB Extension Speaker with Filter
8 Watt Extension Speaker. . ... .. . .. .. ..
.
Kraco Extension Speaker.......................
CTE Communications Headphones
Padded Stereo/Mono Headphones M112
OH20BM Headphones with Boom Mic
Digitek De luxe Telephone.....
. ..
CTE Morse Key/Oscillator.............
AP500 Car Alarm Complete (5 mile range)

£4.20 (B)
£7.47 (B)
£6.80 (8)
. £3.90 (B)
.. £6.15 (B)
£7.76 (B)
£12.56 (B)
£145.15 (A)
.. £9.32 (B)
£95.45 (A)

MICS. & ACCESSORIES
K40 Mobile Power Microphone....
.
Turner JM+2U Mobile Microphone..
.
Turner Exp. 500 Base Microphone.
.
DM307p Roger Bleep Pwr. Mic
G180 Telephone Type Handset Mic..
.
OM 102n Std. Rep!. Mic. (Noise Cancelling)
Ham Master 4500 Base Mic
Ham Master 4200 Base Mic
_
Rama Gooseneck Base Mic
Low Cost Power Mic
_. _
7 Volt Batlery TA 175
_
1.5 Volt Ni-cad Battery NCC50 cf.
Mic. Ext. Lead complete
_
_

£29.00 (B)
£24.85 (B)
£49.95 (A)
£13.71 (B)
£12.77 (B)
£6.81 (B)
£45.10 (B)
£34.41 (B)
£33.86 (8)
£6.25 (8)
£2.85 (C)
£1.71 (C)
£3.79 (C)

CB TRANSCEIVERS (subject to availability)
Telecomms Standard 40ch. Transc
_
£49.95 (A)
Binatone Long Ranger 6 Handheld Transc
£59.95 (A)
Binatone long Ranger 12 Handheld Transc
£66.10 (A)
Binatone Breaker Phone 40ch. Car Transc
£99.00
Binatone 5 star CB Transc
£99.00 A)
legionarre 40ch. Transc... .
.
£69.95 (A)
President KP77 40ch. FM Base Station
£136.28 (A)
POST/PACKING CODE (For England only)
(A) Add £5; (B) Add £2.50; (Cl Add £1.
Wales, Ireland, Scotland_check for rates before ordering.
ATTENTION TRADE BUYERS
We are the South's leading wholesale distributor and oiler a
weekly delivery service to the following counties - Hampshire, Wiltshire, Dorset, Somerset, Berkshire, Surrey and
Sussex.
Contact Bob Devereux of our Trade Dept. for further details.
Other areas - 24-hour delivery by carrier as usual.
NEW TRADE CUSTOMERS
Write in for our comprehensive catalogue; over 1,000 accessories at the lowest prices.

lA)
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SEE

&BUY
Rigs . . . Twigs
· . . SWR's ... Patch
Leads . . . Matchers
· . . Microphones . . .
T-Shirts . . . Records
· . . Hats ...
Badges ..
. Plugs
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WHOLESALE & MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

PHONE BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
ACCESSORIES
RIGS
4.
PL 259/6 Ant. Plug lor RG58 Cable
Cobra Model 21 X FM
Uniden Model Uniace 100
Uniden Model Uniace 200
Midland Model 2001 FM

Fidelity Model CB1QOD FM

Fidelity Model CB200D FM
Harvard Model H2 Walkie Talkle
Harvard Model 41 aT Walkie Tatkie
Harvard Model 4QOM
Harvard Model 4051
lCL Model 2740
DNT Model M40FM
Mustang Model CB100D
Mustang Model CB2000
Mustang Model C83000
Reltec Model 934,934MHz
Full 12 months' guarantee on all rigs

69.95
79.95
99.95
69.95
69.95
89.95
24.95
69.95
69.95
95.95
79.95
79.95
69.95
79.95
97.75
230.00

POWER SUPPLIES
P,S. 3/5 Amp Power Supply
9.95
P.S. 3/5 Amp British Power Supply
13.95
P.S. 5/7 Amp Power Supply
16.95
P.S. 6/8 Amp British Power Supply
18.95
P,S. 19 Amp 13.8 Volt Power Supply
79.95
Base Station Console with PSU, SWR and Extension Speaker
39.95
If you buy a rig and base station console Irom us we will lit the rig in the
console and test it for you free 01 charge.

TRANSISTORS & IC's

AN 103
AN 612
BA 521
LA 4031P
LC 7120
LC 7130
MS 3712
MC 1496P
TA 7130
TA 7205
TA 7222
TA 7310
TC 9100
UPC 575C2
UPC 1156H
CA 1458E
MSM 5807
LM 383T
UPD 2816C
AN 7150
PLL 02A
MRF 475
2SC495
2SC496
2SC710
2SC1096
2SC1173Y
2SC1306
2SC1307
2SC1449
2SC1675
2SC1678
2SC1923
2SC1!?45
2SC1969
2SC2029
2SC2078
2SC2166
2SC2134
2SK34
2SK45
2SK19

ALL PRICES QUOTED
INCLUDE VAT & PP
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2.78
3.45
4.16
3.21
5.87
5.93
4.71
2.63
1.93
3.72
4.07
2.78
7.91
3.86
4.26

75
5.87
3.82
15.81
3.97
4.97
3.05
1.10
1.31
1.80
1.72
1.69
2.73
3.00
1.67

75
2.67

43
2.97
2.93
2.60
2.90
2.73
1.41
1.90
1.85
1.85

PL 259/9 AnI. Plug for RG8 Cable
PL258 Double Female PL259 Back to Back
M563 Double Male PL259 Back to Back
S0239 Chassis Mount Socket 4 Hole
M358 PL259 'T' Three Way Adaptor
Lightning Arrester PL259 Back to Back
CB4 4 Pin Mike Plug
4 Pin Right Angle Mike Plug
CB5 5 Pin Mike Plug
5 Pin Din Mike Plug
3.5mm Ext. Speaker Jack Plug
Cig. Lighter Plug with Lead
DV Surface Mount with Wing Nul & Bolt
DV Base Plug P27
DV To Valor/Cherokee Adaptor (Banjo)
K40 Magnetic Mount
Cherokee 301 Magnetic Mount with Lead
Cherokee 401 Magnetic Mount with Lead
Cherokee 103 Quick Disconnect
Cherokee 142 RM Surface Mount lor Roof
Cherokee 142 WAD Surface Mount lor PL 259
Avanti AV 241 4ft Moonraker Hole Mounl
Avanli AV 241 M 4ft Moonraker Mag Mount
Avanti AV 241 T 411 Moonraker Trunk Mounl
K40 Antenna (Hole or Trunk Mount)
Cherokee 520 Hall Breed 1.5kW Base Loaded
Cherokee 530 241n Dial·A·Match 25W Base Loaded
Cherokee 540 48in Dial-A-Match 100W Base Loaded
Cherokee 555 241n Dial·A-Match With Mag Mount
Cherokee 556 48in Dlal·A-Match With Mag Mount
Cherokee 560 Warrior 1.5kW Centre Loaded
Cherokee 531 HBF 530 + Trunk Mount & Lead
Cherokee 531 SMF 530 + 142 WAD & Lead
Cherokee 541 HBF 540 + Trunk Mount & Lead
Cherokee 541 SMF 540 + 142 WAD & Lead
HMP GPA 27 'I:l 18ft Base Antenna
Hy-Galn 533 3 Element Beam
KLB 110 50 watt Linear + Meter & Pre-Amp
RP 20 Variable 20dB Gain Pre-Amp
Deluxe CB Slide Mount
CB 3 A 3 Way Antenna Switch Box
Patch Leads
Fuses 2, 3, 4, 5 amp 20mm or 1V.ln (per pack 0110)
Nickel Cadmium Batteries 'AA' size
TR 1757 volt Battery for Power Mikes
Rodger Bleep to lit any Rigs
60 amp Alternator & Generator Noise Filler
3 amp Hot Line Filter (Fits on back 01 Rig)
High Pass TVI Filter (Fits on back 01 TV set)
FS 2 Simple Single Meter
Rama 006 SWR/PWR/Malcher & FS
SWR 25 SWR/PWR Twin Meter
Hansen FS 5 E
Hansen SWR 50 B
Rama PC 3 Power Reducer
Rama PC' 5 Power Reducer wllh Meter
Replacement Mike Fits Most Rigs
Hy·Galn H 1022 Telephone Handset
K40 Speech Processor Microphone
Turner Expander 500 Base Mike
Ham-Master 4200 Base Mike
Ham-Master 4500 Base Mike
CBS 140 Kraco Extension Speaker
K40 Extension Speaker
5 Watt P'ublic Address Horn
12/15 Wait Public Address Horn
SMCL 150PL 150 watt Dummy Load
CB 707 5 watt Dummy Load
DL 30 30 watt Dummy Load
Heavy Duly Guller Mount
Hlrschmann Ro 250 Rotator
SL 100 Support Bearing lor Hlrschmann Rotator

CALLERS BY
APPOINTMENT ONLY

4.7.4.
4.

1.48
1.80

72
1.30

72
35

20
1.10
2.50

70
90
12.50
12.65
15.45
4.50
3.85
3.95
18.25
23.45
19.95
31.45
13.25
13.95
14.65
21.85
22.55
15.25
26.40
25.40
27.20
25.75
19.95
52.50
72.95
15.95
4.95
5.50
1.50
1.40
1.15
2.53
5.95
2.30
2.95
3.50
7.95
15.95
12.95
29.95
22.95
16.95
21.95
5.60
14.95
33.50
59.95
32.95
44.45
4.60
5.95
4.95
9,95
15.65

95
6.45
3.25
49.50
15.00

20% DISCOUNT
ON ORDER OVER £500
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"Time flies when you are enjoying
yourself," so the saying goes and the
last few months have simply flown
past since we started talking about
the 1982 CB Show. During these
months of negotiations between
Wembley Conference Centre, the proposed exhibitors and our readers who
are coming along to this spectacular
event, we have been pleased with the
sheer enthusiasm that all the involved
parties have shown. Exhibitors and
breakers alike are literally coming
from all over the world to converge on
Wembley over the Bank Holiday
weekend in April.

An extra day
Due to the sheer number of people
who have already booked advance
tickets for the 1982 CB Show, we
have now decided to keep the Show
open for an extra day. This not only
means that the 1982 CB Show will be
the largest and most professional
event of its kind but also the longest
running. Since the Citizens Band
Show. scheduled for this month, has
been cancelled, it also looks as if the
1982 CB Show will be the only national CB exhibition to be held this
year.

Official opening of the
1982 CB Show
The 1982 CB Show will be officially
opened by the Father of CB, Mr. AI
Gross. who is coming all the way from
the USA to cut the ribbon at 10.00am
on Friday. 9 April. General admittance
to the Show can be made between
10.00am and 8.00pm every day
except Easter Monday when the
doors will close at 6.00pm.

Hampton Room. Downstairs in the
Greenwich Room, the Anten na Specialists selection of legal twigs will be
displayed on their Ford Escort car and
exactly' opposite them Automotif
Products will be showing their wide
range of accessories. Back upstairs
you will be able to see rigs by Harvard, Interceptor, Viper, Transcom,
Commtron and Sun. There will also be
a wide selection of books and publications on CB available.

A country flavour
Next door to the Wembley Conference Centre is the Wembley Arena
and throughout the duration of the
1982 CB Show, the Silk Cut Festival of
Country Music will be taking place
there. We have been approached by
some country and western exhibitors
who want to sell their goods at our
Show. As CB radio and country music
have always enjoyed a very close rela~

tionship, we are welcoming these
exhibitors to the 1982 CB Show to
make the appeal as wide as possible
for everybody attending.

Competition prizes
Our daily competitions and games
have already attracted some valuable
prizes. Legal rigs, accessories, Tshirts and, of course, magazine subscriptions, are up for grabs for the
lucky winners.

Advance booking
Don't forget, you only have a few
days in which to book your advance
group tickets at the discount rates
showOl opposite. Any orders received
prior to 10 March will still qualify for
these beneficial prices. However, any
orders that arrive any later will have to
be returned.

VIPER
88

K40

The exhibitors
As usual, I am writing this article two
months prior to the date that you are
reading it but already I can tell you
some of the names who will be displaying their wares.
K40, the manufacturers of two of
the most popular CB accessories, are
shipping their ~tand over from
America and the stand will be manned
by personnel from the CB Centre in
Croydon. Plustronics, the importers of
the Midland range of transceivers, will
have their product on show in the
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stantial discounts for group bookings
made in advance. The following,prices
apply only to bookings made before
10 March 1982.

1

t5 tickets or over
£1.75 each.

50 tickets or over

75 tIckets or over

100 tickets or over

£1.50 each.
£'1.00 each.

£1.25 each.

Price on the day
The entrance price will be £2 per
person per day on the door, so it will
be beneficial for you to organise a
party booking and pay in advance,

OAP's and the disabled
People who can produce documentary evidence of either being .an
Old Age Pension or .disabled will pay
£1 and there is no. need to book in
advance.

F.acllltles for the disabled
Wembley Conference Centre is a
modern building and as such is well
~Quipped with ramps, lifts and suitably designed toilets. These facilities
make us able to offer a full welcome to
people in wheelchairs as well as the
able bodied.

Express entrance
We will have a separate express
entrance for people in possession of
advance tickets which Old Age
Pensioners and the disabled will be
able to use. People buying tickets on
the day will have to queue in the normal way.

Children
The 10th of April is the anniversary
of the first legal CB transmissions
being made in America on that day in
1947. Anyone quick enough mathematically will have worked out that 10
April 1982 is the 35th anniversary of
that occasion. Celebrate with us,
whether you be an AM or FM breaker.
Come to Wembley over Easter '82.

:::.

... :: :

CB
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,,'-i:..;.. . ::.'-_.....
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Entrance Charges
"The 1982 CB Show" will be good
value for money. We are offerina sub-

We welcome children to the :'1982
CB show" and if you are under the age
of 12 you will ge: in for half price (£1).
Infants under the age of three will get
free admittance.

Advance booking
conditions
Advance tickets are sold at a flat
rate regardless of the user, i.e., adult,
child, etc. Therefore having purchased a discounted quantity of
tickets additional children, etc., may
gain entry with the party through the
exoress entrance at the £ 1 rate.

---------

------

Please send me
tickets. which are valid for anyone of the three days.
We are hoping to come on 9/10/11 April (delete where necessary).

Name ..........•........•...............................
Address .......•....•..••..••...•...•..

0

•••

0

••••••••••••

I enclose a cheque/PO for £

.

Please make cheques/PO's payable to CB Radio
(Exhibition).

Tel. No..........•........•...•...•...•...•...•...••...•.
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Return to CB Radio Magazine Ltd., Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Middx. UB4 OFL.
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LOTHER ALBREC.HT

LTD

1 AVON DALE COURT, ONCHAN, ISLE OF MAN. PHONE 0624 28847

HERE AT LAST

The European Communications Specialists
with all types of Radios & Accessories - 400
stock items always available.

SUPPLIERS TO AUT,HORISED AGENTS IN EUROPE
AND NOW HERE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FROM WAREHOUSE 1

In the middle of England we can despatch your
supplies to 95% of UK to receive goods next
day,

WAREHOUSES 2 & 3

With negotiations currently under way for
warehouse 2 in North London and warehouse 3
in Scotland we can cover all you need fast.

CREDIT FACILITIES

For traders with suitable references and proving
three months' steady cash trading,

WE OFFER MORE YET

Guidance from our years of experience, free
delivery anywhere in UK, fully warranted
accessory stocks, 90 days' warranty on all
radios.

ARE YOU SURE

Of your radio supplies? If you are thinking twice
then apply in writing for our price list.

WORRY NO MORE

For those who already import CB Radio
Equipment we are here with many specialist
items. No need to tie up currency now with large
stocks. Get all you wish in smaller quantities
and still at our best prices.

WITH CB FREE

Now you must spend your time selling, not
wasting valuable time in import and customs
documentation,

WE ARE THE EXPERTS

We have solved all the problems for you, Your
customers need you most now, and having seen
legalisation in other countries, we can promise
you that. You have to keep your stocks flowing.

GOOD BUSINESSMEN

Know that to keep custome~s satisfied you must
have selection of goods, We have the biggest
selection, Your customers will not leave you for
other shops who hold only few items,

PHONE LOTHER ALBRECHT THE EXPERTS
OUR CB RADIOS ARE WAITING TO BE DELIVERED
38
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THE FIRST 100% LEGALBASESTATIONANTENNATHAT
MEETS HOME OFFICE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
MODEL:
ANTENNA TYPE:
IMPEDANCE:
FREQUENCY:
GAIN:
BANDWIDTH:
POLARIZATION:
VSWR:
MAX. POWER:
CONNECTOR:
ELEMENT LENGTH:
TOTAL LENGTH:
WEIGHT:
MOUNTING:

DPA 11 UK .
Base Station

50n
27.60125-27.99125 MHz
±4dB
1 MHz
Vertical
less than 1.5
500W
UHF female
1.5 m
2.0 m
±1.5 kg
1" - 2" (25-44 mm) mast tube

£ 19.95 Inc.

VAT &

p. & p. mail order

~_ _DPAIIUK
~~ CB CENTRE

t""'[] I:.J
M
~

20c Selsdon Road, South Croydon, Surrey,
England

Telephone: 01·680 4~03

EUROPE'S BEST SELLING ANTENNA
THE DPA 11 VR STILL AVAILABLE
CB Radio March B2
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no consideration whatsoever to those who own
fibreglass vehicles many of which are used by disabled drivers, although there is a way of overcoming
this problem as many have already discovered. This
wit be dealt with in a later article.
Firstly, what is the best position for the mobile
antenna and what effects, if any, do different positions have on radiation? Many attempts have been
made to verify the effect on radiation caused by the
position of the antenna relative to the rest of the
vehicle but nothing really concrete has been established. Much depends on the shape of the vehicle,
the nature of the antenna and the amount of radiation reflected from the vehicle body itself. Most
modern motor cars have a fairly low profile and
antennas situated on front or rear wingside as in fig.
3 (B) and (C) will not be too much influenced by the
vehicle itself. The tendency is that rear wing and
boot lip centre (A) mounted antennas have a slightly
better forward radiation field, I.e., in the direction in
which the vehicle is travelling, whilst front wing
mounting tends to give better radiation toward the
rear. The optimum position is always the roollop
centre because the otherwise omni-directional
radiation pattern of the antenna is less affected by
radiation reflected from the vehicle body.

boot lip
mount~

(0)

"'a",

(A)

/'

mount

gutter
mount

80239
aocket

cabl.
500hms

Fig- 5
CA) 50239 socket body mounred for series fed type antennas.
(D) Gutter mount.
CC) Mirror Drm mount.

(0) Ooot lip moun!.
(E) Mognetic mounr.
See lexl with reference 10 cable length.

Antenna base connections (co-axial type)

Fig. 4
Mefhod of mounting and connecting a co-oxialtype base socket. Note:
Mog mounts with these sockets are Qvallable complele with approximately 5 meITes of 50 ohm co-axial cable.
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The antennas shown in fig. 1 as (A), (B) and (C)
must have a through co-axial base connection as
one side of the inductive system is directly
grounded along with the outer braid of the co-axial
cable. The co-axial inner conductor goes through to
the feed point. The antenna (D) is series fed and will
be dealt with separately. Co-axial base connectors
are fairly standard regardless of whether they are
used for body mounting or magnetic mounting and
the method of connection and assembly is shown in
fig. 4. All antennas using this form of base should be
provided with installation diagrams similar to those
shown. It is important that good electrical contact is
made between the car body filting (B) and (C) and
the car body itself. Make sure that the body surface
is cleaned bright and free of paint or rust. Where soldered joins have to be made ensure that the soldering is good and not likely to crack or come adrift
with vibration.
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Antenna base connection (series fed)
The antenna design fig. 1 (D) is series fed and
normally only one through connection is made
which is the inner conductor of a co-axial cable. The
outer or screening braid of 'the co-ax cable must
otherwise be bonded to ground (the car body). The
antenna itself will have a base connecting section
%in. diameter (standard 24 thread) which screws
into an S0239 threaded socket. The arrangement
for connection of a series fed antenna is shown in
fi9. 5. This form of connection is also used for most
helical type antennas. Magnetic mounts usually
incorporate the S0239 threaded socket and have
the co-axial cable already connected complete with
the co-axial plug for the CB set. Much the same
applies to boot lip mounts. It should be noted that
series fed antennas are easier to adjust for VSWR if
the co-axial cable is five metres long. It is for this
reason that many magnetic and boot lip mounts
already include the requisite five metres of cable.
This should not be shortened.
When a series fed antenna is body mounted, or
gutter bracket mounted five metres of co-axial cable
should still be used. The surplus can be coiled up
and tucked away under the dash or a passenger
seat.
Magnetic mounting relies on a ground connection
to the car top by the capacity formed between the
mag mount base and the car body metal. Some cars
have metal tops covered with vinyl and whilst the
magnetic mount will hold mechanically, the capacitive coupling is reduced and which sometimes

I

I(~C--UK

makes it difficult to get a reasonably low VSWR.
Careful adjustment to cable length or the use of an
antenna matcher may help solve this problem.

VSWR
Many CB operators are concerned about what
constitutes an acceptable level of VSWR. Obviously
the lower the better but a perfect one to one ratio is
not possible over a relatively wide frequency band
with antennas that are inductively loaded and therefore sharply resonant. VSWR should be adjusted at
the centre frequency of the band for the lowest
reading that can be obtained. It will always rise
towards each end of the band. In fig. 6 the curve
marked GOOD is rarely possible except with broadband antennas. A more likely curve will be the one
marked AVERAGE but even this is not always possible with physically short artificially tuned
antennas. The curve marked ACCEPTABLE may be
the only one possible with some base loaded
antennas and indicates a mismatch between the
cable and the antenna feed point, although power
loss in this case is not as bad as one might imagine.
With some antennas this curve may dip lower at the
centre frequency but not rise above two to one at
the band end. The curve marked NOT ACCEPTABLE
means precisely what it says and indicates a very
poor match.
Next month we can look at some possibilities for
base station antennas for those who live in flats or
cannot use any form of antenna outside.
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Fig. 6
VS\VP. curves likely with different anlennas and for other reasons explained
in fext.
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Part 1 - Mobile Antennas by F. C. Judd
From the point of view of safety, antennas for
mobile operation on 27MHz need to be reasonably
short and it so happens that the H.O. specified
length of 1.5 metres is about right. Whilst a real
quarterwave antenna of approximately 8ft Bins long
would be very efficient from the point of view of
radiation it could prove very hazardous on most road
vehicles. However, as already pointed out in
previous articles in this magazine, the specified
base loaded on Iy 1.5 metre antenna is not very efficient, i.e., it will not radiate all the power supplied to
it even when tuned electrically to a quarter-wave'
length and reasonably accurately matched.
The possibilities of obtaining any worthwhile
increase in the efficiency of the.specified design is
unfortunately almost nil but we can at least prevent
further loss by using the best possible loading coil
systems. The different antenna configurations
shown in fig. 1 represent the group that can be
classified as legal, i.e., meeting the conditions of the
CB licence. Each has an open radiating section or
element 1.5 metres in length. There is nothing magic
about this length by the way and it was simply
chosen by the Home Office as a means of insuring
that the radiated power would be considerably
lower than that actually supplied to the antenna. All
that the antenna designer can do is to ensure that
the efficiency, such as it is, is not further degraded.

Common base loaded designs
One of the most common designs is the shunt feo
system shown in fig. 1 (A). The loading coil (L) is
used to obtain resonance and a re.asonably
accurate match to the now standard 50 ohm cable is
achieved by connecting the cable at the tapping
point (t) where the impedance is low. Connection to
the 'ground-plane', i.e., the car body, or a real
ground-plane, is made at the bottom end of the
loading coil and with the screening braid of the
cable. This design has a slightly broader bandwidth
and consequently a more acceptable level of VSWR
is possible across the allocated CB band.·
The designs shown as fig. 1(B) and (C) are similar
and serve orily to provide an alternative but efficient
impedance transformation to match the feed cable.
From the point of view of overall efficiency there is
nothing to choose between either of the designs
shown as (A), (B) and (C). The design shown as (D) in
fig. 1 is a series fed arrangement and relies entirely
on the capacitive reactance of the element cancelling the reactance of the loading coil to achieve
resonance. A small amount of adjustment to the
length of the radiator is usually necessary to shift
the resonance sufficientiy to provide the appropriate impedance transformation at the base for a
50 ohm feed cable. This type of antenna may have a

element.

',Smetre.

,-~.

,

--~.,

,,
!. ••••.

A

B

Fig. 1
CA) Simple shunt fed base loaded antenno.
(0) Series fed with capacitive shunt fa ensure good Impedance malch.
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c

c

CC) Link coupled feed from co-axIal cable fa series loading coil.
(0) Series fed loading call system. The most simple design of 011.
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A
Fig. 2
(A) Dose fed centre loaded quorfer·wave resonant system.

high resistive loss unless a very high '0' coil is used.
Most of the mobile antennas at present on the market employ one or the other of these designs and all
that can be done to keep the efficiency as high as
possible is the use of high '0' loading coils and good
Qualitv insulatino materials.

Increased efficiency
The three degrees shown in fig. 2 are optimum for
a physical length of about 1.5 metres but unfortunately they are considered illegal. The design (A) is
tuned, as it must be, to an electrical quarter-wave
length but being centre loaded more current is able
to flow in the straight portion of the radiator beneath
the coil with the result that a little more power will
be radiated. The design (B) is somewhat more complex and electrically tuned to a half-wavelength. The
base coil combination (Lm and c) form a shunt ted
low to high impedance transtormation network so
that the antenna section which includes the centre
coil.(Lc) ;s voltage fed. This design has a high rate of
efficiency although tuning and VSWR adjustment
can be critical unless certain special precautions
are taken.
Lastly we have design (C) which is the helically
wound antenna. The long coil system (Lh) can only
be made to operate electrically as either a quarterwavelength or five-eighths of a wavelength, depending on the total amount of inductance used.
Such antennas are normally series fed and it may be
difficult to get an easy adjustment of VSWR. Some
helical antennas have a small sliding top rod to
facilitate this. The five-eighths wavelength design is
the most efficient and the performance compares
favourably with that of the centre loaded half-wave
design (B). Alas the Home Office will not allow these
types of antennas to be used, at least not yet,
although for some time now they have been carrying
out tests to prove whether or not such antennas are
liable to cause interference to other services due to
radiation of harmonics emanating from the CB transmitter. This is most unlikely anyway but if the results
of the tests are satisfactory the use of such
antennas for 27MHz CB may be permitted but to
date no one knows when.
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B
(D) Base matd'ied, centre loaded holf·wove resonant system.
(C) Hellcolly wound or purely inductive antenna (see text).

The antenna on the vehicle
Firstly there is the aesthetic aspect, Le., where will
the antenna not look too conspicuous and what may
be done to avoid boring a hole in the car body. All
antennas for mobile operation must unfortunately
have a direct ground connection to the car body
which itself must be all metal. The Home Office gave
boot lip
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cor. See text concerned with performance.
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An AM to FM conversion hits our test bench this month
I am not being evasive when trying
to decide quite what this rig is and I
don't mean because it was an AM and
is now a British FM. Before I start, let's
get one thing clear: the conversion
works and the following is merely
interesting and an example of ho~ the'
British CB market has gone or was or
even still is?
From the information we have received so far it would appear that this
particular transceiver started as an
AM set, in kit form produced in Korea
as an imitation trlam International set.
Yet it is stamped on the casing as
originating in Japan and silk screened
as being a Ham International UK
transceiver. This possibly took place
at manufacture or the set was then
transported to the Isle of Man where it
could have taken on its new identity.
As many of you are probably aware, it
is illegal to import AM ca equipment
into Britain. However, a loophole
existed via the Isle of Man which
allowed the importation of semi-completed sets into the I.O.M. with VAT
and duty payable.
Once on the Isle the sets could legally be made operable and then
through another loophole, which
stated that goods transported from
the Isle to the British mainland are not
deemed to be imported and as such
are not liable to further 'duty. the sets
are landed in either England, Scotland
or anywhere else in Britain. Hence
illegal AM sets arrived in Britain as
VAT and duty paid or pseudo legal,
illegal AM ... Confused ... ? Well, just
to cap it all, this set happened to find
its way into the hands of an unsuspecting individual who gave it to
Northampton Communications to be
converted to a legal British set conforming to MPT 1320 using a conversion system that they are currently
marketing ... Simple really.

Conversion kit
ElectroMec and Northampton Communications have combined to set up
dealerships to carry out their conversions. The interesting thing to note is
that they will only supply conversion
kits for rigs which they, themselves,
have successfully converted. Whilst
many sets are cosmetically different,
they realise that the internal circuitry
is often very similar. However, to
prevent problems they prefer to con-
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vert each different model in turn
before claiming their conversion as
suitable. To overcome this problem
they market the kits in colour·coded
packages specified for different types,
rather similar to many car accessories
where a list of approved models will

appear on the items package or separately listed with a reference colour.
To convert a set from illegal AM to
legal FM requires two of three conver·
sion kits. One, an Eprom/PLL pca,
which will convert the frequency from
the lower channels to the British fre·

.-

)' !tummary}::}}:::{{:t::Td\IttJ::::Pltttttt:::::::tt:::::::::::::t:t::::::I::i!
:!::

To actually print this report is excep::: tionally misleading and we must thank
::: both companies for allowing us to
:::: release our guarantee for this rare
:::: occasion.
:::: In the past we have tested other
:::: transceivers and been unable to
:::: report because we do allow a second
t'chance and grab another rig if we find
-::: something major wrong. On occasions
::: we have been unable to actually go
.::= ahead and print a review because the
:.: sets were so bad. On more than one
::: instance we found transceivers to be
} 4kcs off frequency. In such instances,
::: the manufacturer has obviously been
.::: thrown into a panic and, we hope, not
{ released the set.
;::: With this particular test the situa·
'::: tion is different. THIS REPORT....
<:: SHOWS THAT THE TRANSVERSION
:::: WILL WORK BUT AS YET NOT WITH

»

THIS PARTICULAR SET WITHOUT :::
FURTHER RESEARCH. Once the:::
research has been carried out then ::::
this peculiar Ham International UK/ ';::
Imitation/AM set can be added to their?
list of successful convertible rigs.
:::
Therefore, to assure all our readers :::
that the conversion works and can ~:~.
make certain sets (21 to date) 100% :::
legal from 100% illegal AM, we intend :::'
to test and report on the set used both :::
before and after transversion. Thus, ;:;
rather than be misleading, you will :::
genuinely be able to compare the per- ::::
formance before and after.

:~:

Finally, we must explain that from}
preliminary tests on a Midland AM set ':::
that was also transverted by these :::
people, we· noted briefly that the set ::::
was now quite genuinely a legal Bri- :::'
tish FM set.
::::

r

:~~:~:~:~:~~~~~~~~~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:}~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~;~:~:t:~:~:~:~:~;~:~:~t~:~:~:~~~:~:~:~I~:~:~:~:~~~~:~:~:~:~ili~;~;~~~~~~~:j:~:~~~:~:~~~~~~~~}~~t:~~~~~~~t~~~~~:~·
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quency and two, an AM/FM PGB,
which consists of a speech processor
circuit and a means of converting or if
you prefer transverting AM into FM.
For a set to be 100% legal both kits
must be used in conjunction with each
other.
To date boards are available for 21
different types of rig and work is under
way to expand this number. The sug·
gasled retail prices of FM to legal FM
is £ 19,95 and for illegal AM to le9al
FM £25.95.

·crophone
One of the problems facing us in
writing this review is self evident.
Many of the points cannot be specifi·
cally described as the set for conversion will be your own. Hence, the
microphone description for this set
will have no bearing on your equip·
ment.

Internal construction
Again this depends on your set but
we can state that the necessary
printed circuit boards carrying the
components are of good construction
and are wired in with a six-strand
braid. Then the internal wiring of the
actual set is connected to the board.
This can make the transversion look
like Spaghetti Junction with a total of
13 odd wires connecting between the
board and the rig itself. However, this
in itself is only to be expected. The
only minor consideration which could
cause the user problems if the set is
subjected to vibration is the actual
fixing of the PCB to the chassis. With
the conversion supplied it was
attached only with one nut and bolt on
a small angle bracket. In itself perhaps not quite sufficient and certainly
not aided by having been attached at
only one diagonal corner of the board.
A second bracket and bolt could
easily have been accommodated and
this would certainly prevent any possible vibration problem.

T~ nsrn tter
t
Once again the major equipment
used is as follows:
Racal 9081 and 9082 signal
generators
Marconi TF 42F distortion meter
Marconi TF 340 audio power meter
Racal 9916 frequency meter
Racal 9101 and Bird 43 power
meters
Racal 9009 modulation meter
Levell TG 1500 audio generator
Solartron AS 1412 power supply
unit.
Power output

Firstly we must state that the transverted rig we received for testing was
originally 10 watts switch able to 0.5
watts. As we previously said, the rig is
of a weird and wonderful, almost
indescribable, origin. Therefore, to
expect a 10-watt illegal AM set to
come out 100% legal4-watt maximum
FM, is asking for quite a lot.
This particular set failed. It is not
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legal. Taking into consideration what
we just said that is not totally surprising. It is worth mentioning that if
you look at the following figures, the
transversion came close and in fact an
operator'would only be breaking the
law if he had a well-charged battery or
a constant power supply of exactly
13.2 volts. Also the power could be
reduced further with a little tweaking,
so although this set failed to be totally
legal on power it would still not be
beyond hope.
Power Output .nd Attenun!on
Aaen.
High
Low

10."
2.3W
0.3W

14.5'f'
5.2W
O.6W

1J.fhr

4.1W
O.SW

Frequency

Not surprisingly, this set was more
sensitive to temperature variation
than any other set yet tested.
Although there was more drift than on
other sets, the variation was not critical. It would appear that to be smack
on frequency a mid temperature
would be ideal for this set. Once
again, this is greatly dependent on the
particular rig you have transverted.
Tempcr~urt Stability

Tcmp.
48-F
(cold
mornIng)
68-F
(room
lemp.)

011
27.60128

0140
27.99130

27.60119

27.99120

Quite honestly, if the temperature
stability was poor before transversion,
you must accept that the rig will still
retain, to a certain extent, its old characteristics.
ModUlltlon

The legal limit allowed by MPT 1320
is 1.5kcs. To exceed this would mean
that the rig is illegal.
This set failed this test and as can
be seen 4.5kcs was actually recorded,
well exceeding the legal limit. High
bleed over would result from a set
operating with this level of modulation.

....,
Input

O.5mV
1.0mV
2.0mV

SOmV
200mV

-,

Modulftlon

O.OOKHz
O.30KHz
O.60KHz
4.30KHz
4.5OKHz

.....,

Input freq\lcncy

llUH.t
a.21KHz
0.49KHz
1.ooKHz
3.20KHz
3.20KHz

a.200KHz
0.47KHz
0.85KHz
2.20KHz
2.30KHz

Receiver te.

Receiver senslttvtty

A fairly reasonable sensitivity result
was obtained with this set and in the
absence of interference reception
would be good.
5cnsltMty

ladB quIsling
20dB quiellng
30dB Quieting

Measured into an a-ohm load at
13.2 volts, we can test distortion. The
speaker in this set was an a ohm 1W,
which is reasonably standard type.
But as the set will be your own again,
any figure quoted by us will only relate
to this set, not the conversion.
Me.surtd Distortion
2.2% distortion
10% distortIon
28lJtl dlstortlon

Squelch level

Threshold - 0.23uV (microvolts)
Fully muted - 350uV (microvolts).

0.15uV
0.41uV
1.3uV

AM rejecUon

To test for AM rejection a fully limited FM signai (10uV) is fed into the
receiver and modulated with a 1KHz
tone (1.5KHz deviation). The receiver
audio output is then noted. The FM
modulation is then changed to AM stili
with a 1KHz tone but at 30% modulation, the audio output from the receiver is then measured. In the case of
the transversion AM rejection was
measured at 32dB which is considered to be a good result. It should be
noted that this rejection is only true
for signals that are exactly on the rec·
eived frequency and that if the AM signal is slightly off frequency then a
completely different result would
occur.
Adjeccnt channel rejection

Two signal generators are fed
through a combining network into the
equipment and are set to adjacent
channels on the rig (i,e., 19 and 20).
Both are modulated with 1KHz tone at
1.5KHz deviation and one is set to
1uV output. The receiver is set to this
channel and the audio output adjusted
to read 10mW. Now the output of the
second generator is increased slowly.
A very good figure was measured for
this set and we believe that although
the rig transverted does play a major
role in the final figures and results·the
actual conversion kit probably played
a large part in obtaining this good
result of 460uV for 34dB degradation.

::::

Audio <KItput

1.5 walla
2.1 walls
2.9 walls (malt)

To quote our professional testers:
"We think this is appalling".
However, as a user of CB, my own
personal opinion is that having a
squelch range that will cut out even
the next-door neighbour is not as bad
as a professional radio expert would
think. But the sensitivity of this particular set could definitely do with
being better.
Please note that this result is not an
example' of the transversion but more
of the set converted.
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OLU.SPOT
Stump Town Breakers
I am writing on behalf of the Committee and members of the Stump
Town Breakers. We are from Boston in
Lincolnshire and we call ourselves the
Stump Town Breakers because of the
Boston Stump.
We have been in existence for
approximately six months.
Stump Town Breakers' meetings are
held every two weeks at 8 o'clock on a
Friday evening.
The aims of our club are as follows:
1. To promote a lobby for the legalisation of 27 AM,
2. To promote social and charity
events.
We are hoping, in the very near
future, to 'adopt' S0me Old Age Pensioners and help them out with things
like hampers at Christmas and shopping and gardening.
On the charity point of view, we are
hopi ng to raise enoug h money to buy
an incubator for the local hospital for
the children's intensive care unit.
Finally, I would like to introduce the
present Committee of the Stump
Town Breakers: Chairman Shelldrake;
Vice-Chairman Hawkeye; Treasurer
Shooter; Secretary Southern Comfort;
Committee Members Catspaw, Red
Robin, Blonde Brickie, Stargazer, Dark
Cloud, Daisy Duke.
Yours faithfully,
D. A. Bradley (Secretary)

Garden of England
CB OX Club
The Garden of England is a young
CB and OX club which is aimed at the
more serious breaker. It plans to offer
a test centre which may be used by
members to check their equipment
and an advice service will also be
offered by breakers who have experience in the fields of electronics and
radio.
The club is more interested in CB
than the other forms of entertainment
offered by some CB clubs such as
loud music, strip shows and disco's.
Barbecues, fox hunts, raffles, convoys,
discussion groups and films, such as
Convoy, are planned. These will, however, take second place to the talks on
the correct use of CB, how to SWR,
etc., which will be given by experi-
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enced breakers who have a thorough
understanding of the problems incurred by the new breaker unsure of
their equipment and not wanting to
damage it by mistakes made due to
lack of knowledge.
A CB retail stand is always present
and is able to supply equipment at
competitive prices and advice on the
best equipment for any particular
application.
The committee all believe that the
club is the members' club and their
wishes should be followed as closely
as possible, thus any suggestions are
always welcome and the committee
will endeavour to put them into practice wherever it is practical. The committee is at present looking into insurance through an insurance broker
which will not only cover theft but confiscation by official bodies also.
The Garden of England meets at
The Beckets, SQuthborough Lane,
Bromley, Kent (a real ale pUb) on Monday nights from 2000 hours to 2230
hours. Any breakers are welcome and
bar staff will gladly give directions to
our club room. The visitor's fee is 75p
and the annual membership is £5.00
with an attendance subscription of
50p thereafter.
Yours faithfully,
Lady Go-Diver (Secretary)

Watertown Breakers
We, the Watertown Breakers, have
just started a club, which we hold at
the Bagot Arms every Monday night.
We haven't a very large membership
but if anybody wants to know more
about our particular club they can get
in touch by writing clo The Bagot
Arms, Abbots Bromley, nr. Rugeley,
Staffs.
If you are wondering where Watertown is, it is Abbots Bromley. If you
have a map handy you will notice
there is a big area of water which is
Blithfield Reservoir, about half a mile
from the village.
Lame.Duck

Laverock Breakers
Just writing to tell you about our
club up here in the Crows Nest (Larkhall). It meets every second Wednesday at the Jolly Beggars Lounge, Wellgate Street, Larkhal1.
We would welcome anyone who
would like to come along and find out
what we are about.
If any clubs would like to contact us,
we would appreciate this and maybe
we could organise something together. We also have an eight-man
and six-ladies pool team. I nearly forgot, we have 30 members at present
but will be opening membership to 50
shortly. Also, any clubs who would like
to come over and join in our eyeballs,
could you please write to us clo John

Mclnnes, 12 Wilson Street, Larkhall,
Lanarks.
Well, stay lucky and all the best, 1010, cheerio.
Laverock Breakers

Biscuit Town Breakers
I thought you might be interested to
hear about the Biscuit Town Breakers.
The B.T.S. is the biggest club in the
Big RD (Reading - home of Huntley &
Palmers) with over 1,000 members.
Our Chairman is The Silver Surfer,
renowned for his on-air style so popular with the 'Mike Yarwoods' of the
area.
Unlike some other clubs in the area,
we do give a damn how CB is organised both legally and illegally. We
have drawn up a band plan and code of
practice which went down very well at
a recent meeting of Natcolcibar to
which we send a delegate. We also
have a social side with rugby, darts
and football teams. At the club
meetings held every Sunday evening
(venue not for publication at the
management's request) we have an
info hour, a resident disco, trade
stands and, of course, a bar. Bravo
Tango Bravo, our OX section, meet
every other week and we have a technlcal meeting at irregular intervals.
The B.T.B. address is PO Box 123,
Reading, Berks. This is very useful to
our OX section for receiving QSL
cards but can be used by any of our
members. If any of your readers are
interested in attending one of our
meetings we request they send a
stamped addressed envelope to the
above address for details. I look forward to seeing the next issue of your
magazine and receiving some feedback via the good 01' GPO.
We're down, we're gone. Breaker
break.
The Red Rider

Charlie Delta "27"
Radio Club
We are a 88B club. We came into
being at a CB eyeball over a brown
bottle and natter.
We are strictly 88B and meet once a
fortnight on Wednesday evenings,
1930-2200 hours at the Highbury
Vale Hotel, Bulwell, Nottingham. Membership only £1.00 and life membership is £5.00 which gets you your initial goodies for the club, which members say is good value.
We have a club room with bar and
are hoping that membership will grow.
Our aim is to get SSB frequencies
allocated and our hobby to be made
legal.
Club officers are: President Poppa
George; Vice-President Plastic Man;
Secretary Gentle Jesus.
C.D. 020 Clear.
Poppa George (President)
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INVADER

ORBITER

BABE STATION ANTENNA

NEW 1.5 CB AlI1TENNA

MINIMISE TV I
WITH THE OllBITERS
UNIQUE ADoTU'B'U.BLE IMPED.ANCE MA1'CHER
Impedance:
50 OHM' ADJUSTABLE
Frequency
26-30 MHZ AM, FM" 5SB

..

AntClllWl Icn,ltl
(nchlcllng Iold1"! (011),

Icuthn 1.S
Power handling,

"

±4DB

more thin you will evcr
I'lCcd to HO Spec MPT

Bandwidth
1.5 MHZ

13~O,UOW

VSW,
Len thin 1.5

Connectlon:

50239

.....K. Power
500 W
Total Length

'rwqucncy:
t7MHI FM, AM. 5S8
Mountln9 cl.mps,
lnc:ludcd (u Illustrated)

19' 0"

Mountl",
1_2

M

~lt

tube

ConncUon

soU, Socket
Weight
1.9iC

£22.95

inc. V.A.T.
Chhnncy ....'hln' !Clh,

Freeman & Pardoe Ltd

Brlckcu, uble elC.
.1w.YI In stock

Tythlng Road
Arden Forest Industrial Estate
Alcester
Tel: (0789) 7611673

Trade enquiries welcome

ACTNOW
To Secure Your 1982

CB RADIO DIARIES
ContaiJUng 32 pages of up to Date
CB Information Which any

Breaker
~orEXPEBIENCED~LL

FIND ESSENTIAL READING

* 16 Page.
of CB Information For
F.M.
A.M. Operators.

, Both

&

* Relevant
*
.*

16 Page. of DX Logs, Club Logs
&
Code.
IUatory of CB &
What the Controls Do

Th1a
Diary

is only
Available
trom

CB
RADIO
MAGAZINE
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1lecommended Retail Price
of Aa.aS ., 3Bp p&p

r
I
I
I
I
I
I

--------- ..
Please allow 26 days for delivery.

~..

-

Trade and club prices available on application.
Please send me
1982 CB Radio Diary(ies) and I
enclose chequeIPO for £. ..... (Price each £2.25" 35p p&p)
Make cheques payable to CB Radio Diaries, Tudor Works,
Beaconsfield Road, Hayes, Middx. UB4 OFL

PlEASE PRINT CAREFUllV AS THIS FORM Will ADDRESS YOUR ORDER

NAME
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Venezuelan warmth v English fog
Well, here we go again and first off I
will apologise in advance for the small
European section this month. The reason being that I've received quite a lot
of interesting information about CB
over in Venezuela and J thought it
would be rather nice to read about
warm, sunny Venezuela rather than
cold, wet, foggy England.
A nice little thing to start off with.
Remember last month I was going to
QSL a couple of 'terrible paper flyers'
which have such a bad reputation.
Well, it's one in the eye for all the
'experts' who suggest that you just
throw them in the bin. I received a
great reply from both ADS and even a
nice Christmas card into the bargain!
Check out Steve - Sierra Delta 140
and Manola - Oscar 204 on the QSL
list. They're OK and well worth a go.
Henry Bartholomew of Allentown,
Penn., USA, wrote to me and asked me
to tell all his friends and future OX
friends that he wishes them all the
best for 1982. Henry also made a sug·
gestion that "People should sign at
least one extra card and make sure
they have a good copy of their name
and AD".
Sound advice, Henry, to that I would
add one other little thing. Always
make a point of stating from who or
where you got the AD of the person
you're QSL-ing.
Slowly but surely, famous name
QSL cards (Dirty Doodler, Runnin'
Bare, etc.) are surfacing on the UK
QSL scene.
What must be one of the first UK
'Sundown' cards is that of Brian 'The
Jackal' Warnaby, who you may recall
was in the December issue as a
'Genuine QSL-er'. It's a real beauty of
a card and well worth collecting.
Seeing as it's so nice, Brian's name is
back on this month's QSL list. Drop
him a line, you won't be disappointed.
So often in the past Continental
QSL cards have come in for a real
hiding due to the quality of the artwork and printing and their apparent
determination to have a totally unde·
cipherable name and QTH. It may,
therefore, be a wee bit of a surprise to
you if I tell you that what I consider to
be the most artistic card in my collec·
tion comes via a West German station:
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Astrid and Ralf Bernhardt - X-Raymobi!.

I've been intrigued by the picture on
this card for a long time. Eventually
curiosity got the better of me so I got
in touch with Ralf and asked if he
cC'uld explain the origin of it to me. It
turns out that Ralf is an architect and
also a very talented artist. One of his
hobbies is reading sci fi stories, so he
combined the whole lot together archi1ectural design, painting ana sci
fi - and designed his new QSL card
with all three in mind. I still don't
understand the concept of the design
but what the hell. It's a real nice one to
have in your collection. Drop Ralf and
Astrid a card, they are genuine 100%
QSL-ers.
What finishes a QSL card and envelope off to perfection? Correct, my favourites, rubber stamps. Well, at long
last a British manufacturer has produced a range which not only look the
part, they won't bankrupt you in the
process of acquiring them. \
Lincoln Rubber Stamps and Printing
of 6 Cornwallis Road, Allenby Industrial Estate, Lincoln LN3 4PD have at
present 14 very well made rubber
stamps in their range. Unlike the standard USA rubber stamps which are
finding their way into the UK these
stamps are not mounted on huge
chunks of wood but on smart plastic
with a screw-in handle. Price of these
stamps is excellent, only £2.30 each.
Lincoln Rubber Stamps not only

supply stamps of their own but can do
a brilliant mounting job on all those
unmounted club stamps that you
have. Many a time in the past I've had
my hands and fingers covered in ink
trying to get an impression from a
floppy unmounted club stamp. Not
any more though, I've had them all
mounted by Lincoln Rubber Stamps
and I must admit they've made an
excellent job of it. They're mounted to
exactly the same high quality as their
standard range. Once again, their
price is low and must take some
beating: 1-4 50p each, 5-9 30p each,
10 and above 25p each.
I now have several of their stamps in
my collection and have in fact elevated one of them to my No. 1 stamp.
Every single card, letter, envelope or
whatever which goes outside the UK
now bears the legend "All the way
from the UK" and alongside it is good
old John Bull giving it the 'thumbs up'.
Looks really nice. If you fancy some
new rubber stamps, just drop Lincoln
Rubber Stamps a line. They're a very
nice helpful outfit and may well have
just the stamp you're looking for.

all the way
from the

U.K.
I'll close down the European section
with some sad news. Very reluctantly,
English Int. DX Club has been forced
to raise the membership fee from
£5.00 to £6.00. This increase has
been forced up on E.I.D.X.C. because
of yet another increase in postal rates.
Since its founding way back in 1978,
E.I.D.X.C. has absorbed three increases
in postal rates but unfortunately the
latest increase was just one more too
many. However, Lez (Lima Charlie 1)
informs me that all returned membership forms which state the original fee
of £5.00 will naturally be honoured.
My international spot this month is
filled by the excellent QSL Club Tucan
from the land of beautiful women Venezuela.
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The full OTH of OSL Club Tucan is:
PO Box 250, Caracas 1010 - A,
Venezuela.
Club Tucan was founded in April
1981 and has close on 400 members,
spread over 32 different countries. Up
to the time of writing, Club Tucan is
the first and only OX/OSL club operating out of Venezuela, which seems
quite strange when you consider that
in Caracas alone it is estimated that
there is somewhere between 12,00015,000 CB-ers OX-ing.
The President and founder of Club
Tucan is a 47-year-old native of
Copenhagen, Denmark, Jorgen Hanson.
Jorgen has resided in Venezuela
these last eight years and in fact
Edith, his wife, is a Venezuelan.
As stated earlier, Jorgen started the
club off in April 1981 but in actual fact
the club had been in the planning
stage long before that.
In order to first of all get a lot of
good contacts and friends. Jorgen
joined about 100 different clubs
worldwid09. This not only gave Jorgen
plenty of contacts but a good insight
into the QSL club scene.
This homework was very necessary
because previous to Club Tucan, QSL
clUbs in Venezuela were a completely
unknown quantity.
But as Jorgen says, "Interest in
QSL·ing among Venezuelans is growing
daily as more and more people realise
the significance of all the good con·
tacts and friends 'you can make via
QSL clubs. After all, we all have the
same main interest - to make friends
all over the world via 11 metres and a
OSL card."
One thing which Jorgen mentions is
that Club Tucan send their club stamp
as rubber unmounted only. The reasons being that a stamp mounted on
wood is heavy and adds to the already
crippling postage rates and secondly
that a bulky club ·stamp inside a club
package very often damages the club
certificate and quite often breaks
open the envelope. Of course, it looks
nicer to send out a mounted stamp but
for the aforementioned reasons Club
Tucan send out the rubber only. Also
another small reason but a very valid
one is that it is Virtually impossible to
get hold of good strong envelopes in
Venezuela.
Not only does Jorgen have problems with envelopes but also with the
mailing system itself (Sounds familiar).
Towards the back end of last year. the
postal people had a 'slow·down
action', similar to our 'Go slow
actions'.
At the moment, the club roster,
addresses of more than 400 OX/OSL
clubs and reproductions of more than
500 club stamps are being printed. As
soon as this lot is ready, a special let·
ter will be sent to all members but in
view of the recent crippling postage
increases, Jorgen has advised that
very reluctantly they will have to asK
club members for the air mail postage
to cover these lists. I'm more than wil·
ling to pay it, I can't wait to feast my
eyes on 500 different club stamps.
Should you ever wish to have some
sp.ecific information about Venezuela,
private or businesswise, Jorgen and
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QSL Club Tucan, Caracas, Venezuela

Star Rating
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
g
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

v••

*
*
*
*
*

Wortd Recognition
Distribution
QSL Response Time
Club Stamp
Club OSL Cards
OX Unit Number
Wall Chart
1.0. Card
Club Roster
Club Patch/Badge
OX Log Book
Club Accessories
Club Information
Tourist Information
Cassette Swap
Club Postage
Ufe Membership
Discount XYL Membership
Value For Money
Overall Presentation

*

*
*

Readers are invited to send their
news, views, comments and aSL
swaps to Charlie Hotel, clo 3 West
Street, Tyne and Wear SR3 1 EU

Third
Rate

I
** I

*

I
I

Available in near future

I

I

I:

I

I

I

Available in near future
Available if requested

*
11

*
**
4

Gu.rlfltccd Gcnulne
Brlan Warnaby
(The Jackal)
Rossmere House
Galcote Road
Hartlepool
Cleveland
S. Mihato....ich
(Sierra Delta 140)
PO gOll 2085
Southgate CA 90280
USA
Manda
(Oscar 204)
PO BOil 109
AnteCluera
Malaga
Spain
John & Shlrley Fisher
(Bam Bam & Pebbles)
Oklwell House
Winlaton
.Blaydon On Tyne
. NE21 SOy
Janet Perfect
(Moscow Mule)
Estate Cottage
Boi Hilt SChool
Mickleham
Nr Corking
Surrey
RH56EA

,

No

i

**

Total Star Rating

Edith will be more than pleased to
help and assist with your query. This
invitation applies to Club Tucan memo
bers and non-members but remember.
an IRC along with your letter to cover
part of the return mail expenses will
be highly appreciated. By the way
don't worry too much about language
barriers, between Jorgen and Edith
(an English teacher) they can handle
English, Spanish, German, Dutch,
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. All
clever stuff.
Membership fee of QSL Club Tucan
is $ 15 (cash only no cheques) plus 10
of your personal QSL cards. For this
you will receive: wall certificate, unit
No., ID card, rubber stamp, QSL cards
plus certificate and ID card for XYL.
Apart from QSL Club Tucan, there
are several local groups but because
of language problems very few (if any)
of the groups have members in nonSpanish speaking countries. The most
important local groups are: Grupo Star
(Mon. 27.605 LSB), Grupo Orinoco
(Mon. 27.645 LSB), Grupo Canaima
(Mon. 27.805 LSB), Grupo Caracas
(Mon. 27.865 LSB) and Grupo Piache
(Mon. 27.885 LSB).
Next month, back to earth with
some UK groups and then a visit
Stateside to check on some 'outlaws'
and hopefully some 'illegal frequency
operators'.
Till next time, take care, look after
yourselves and remember what it's all
about - COMMUNICATION.
If you can't use the mic, use the pen.
CHARLlE HOTEL. ECHO INDIA 25
CLEAR.

Fair
Second
Class

First
Class

4

100" , ...., QM'CD
Erik Schlppele
Zeemanstraat 24
G 406 92 Assen
Holland
Henry & Charlain
Bartholomew
(Paper Bag &
Deuces Wild)
623 N 16th Street
AJlentown
PA 18t02
USA
Tony Orelik
200 Carriage Or
hwln
PA 15642
USA
Tony would very much
like 10 make contacts
with firemen as he is
an American f"e.f.ghtty
Tony & Gina Barber
PO Box 303
Elizabeth 5 t 12
South Australia
Mark & Rae
Gavanaugh
(Chocolate Chippie &
Lady Soulseeker)
po BOil 12-814
Auckland
New Zealand

Norm. Symonds
(CH 2148)
PO BOil 148
Kaiapoi
Christchurch
New Zealand

Gerry Christie
(Kiwi 67t)
37 Garnet Street
Gore Soulhland
New Zealand

Rodger & Wendy
Herrloll
(TU 866)
14 Fraser Crescent
Twizel
New Zealand

Norm. Hurst
(CH 3339)
34 Studholme Street
Somerfield
Chrislchurch 2
New Zealand

Anne Davidson
107 Redhlll Road
Norlhlleld
Birmingham
West Midlands
831 3NO

ViC TurnbuU
(CH 1584)
PO BOil 20· 138
Blshopdale
Christchurch 5
New Zealand
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& ELECTRONICS
BRITISH CB BOOK Complete
beginner's guide. Covers all legal
CB radio
£3.2S
BIG-D GUIDE TO CB RADIO The
original most popular book for the
beginner
£3.25
CB BIBLE The biggest ond best.
Contains everything about CB
radio
£5.60
BRITISH CB JARGON BOOK
Comprehensive jargon. 10 codes.
etc. Written for British CB radio
£1.15
MODERN CB RADIO SERVICING
Recently published. An essential
oock for the serviceman
£5.30
CB PROJECTS Easy ta build CB
accessories. First British
publication
£2.15
EASY GUIDE TO CITIZENS BAND
RADIO Equipment. antennas,
Installation. procedures and
maintenance
£2.50
CB'ers HANDY MANUAL OF SSB
Sideband operation In simple
terms. How to run 5SB rigs
£1.50
CB DICTIONARY Comprehensive
guide. All 10 codes. Jargon.
equipment and operation
£1.60
CB HANDY DICTIONARY Jargon. 10
codes and operating
£1.00
HOW TO MAKE WALKIE TALKIES
Circuits. Low power hondheld and
portable sets for CB and Amateur
Radio
£1.70
HOW TO BUILD ADVANCED
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Constructional details for receivers
with high level pertormance
£1.30
SOLID STATE SHORTWAVE
RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS Simple
inexpensive designs for several
solid state SW receIvers
£1.35
INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DX'lng
long distance reception. all
shortwave bands (including
27MHz) CB, amateur and
broadcast. How to QSl and many
other items on DX'ing
£2.15
RADIO CIRCUITS USING IC'.
Receiver circuit fOf amplitude and
frequency modulated signals.
voltage regulators. etc.
£1.50
Q and A AMATEUR RADIO How to
become a radio amateur. Full
details RAE exam and HO licence
etc.
£1.95
MASTER IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
Everything about mobile
broadcast. radio, audio tape
players and car antennas. etc.
£3.90
POPULAR ElECTRONIC CIRCUITS
Contains 73 different circuits.
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FERROLlNE 27

BIG JIM 27

Resonant half-wave for
top efficiency and maximum range. Double
VSWR adjustment with
FERROX tuned matching unit. 50 ohms. Max
power FM or AM 25W

Resonant half-wave base
antenna. Low angle
radiation for maximum
range. Easy adjustment
for best VSWR. 50
ohms. Max power FM
or AM 25W

PRICE £29.00

PRICE £50.00

inc. VAT, p&p

Inc VAT, p&p

WHIPLASH 27

* Fully complies CB licence schedule 3(e) and HO
spec MPT 1320.
*mum
Special FERROX core series fed base coil for optiVSWR and power transfer.
* 50 ohms. Max power FM or AM 25 watts.

':

> •

.» .i

*lip,Fits
any standard %in. 80239 base socket for boot
magnetic, gutter clip or body mounting.

PRICE £12.95

Inc. VAT, p&p

many suitable for CB radio
f-,,,---,.-=-=----,---;--,...-,---,--,----,--.,-----,---,
applications
£2.15
Send 20p stamp for details of other books and
Prices above include P and P
antennas.

i
I

ZL COMMUNICATIONS

Cantley, Nr. Norwich, Norfolk NR13 3RT. TEL: GT. VARMOUTH (0493) 700821
9-5.30 weekdays - callers only by appointment
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Distributors and Dealers for:

Nicholas Faulkner House
149 High Street
Ongar Essex

BRAINTREE CB
ICB'MANNINGTREE
HMP ANTENNAS
COLT CB
SH ELL POST LTO.

CMS 9JD

Telephone: 363077

LOCAL
COLT
DEALER

COMMUNlCA1l0N
ANTENNAS •• •

BB'g

73'g

BE ON CHANNEL
WITH A WELL-KNOWN
NAME

•
p&p
£59.95 Inc.

ALSO IN STOCK
Midland 2001 FM
Cobra 21 X FM
Lake 950 FM
PLUS MANY MORE

£65.00
£65.00
£69.00

ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD
t

VISA

m,."-__24HR_DESPAT..,C..,H
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What's happening in Europe?
We are already into the fourth
month of this series and, judging by
the amount of mail received, it is
proving quite popular. I am not sure if •
we are attracting new readers by the
article or whether lots of CB'ers are
also interested in free radio but keep
those letters coming!
Over the past two months we have
looked at the British scene. Now it's
time to look at Europe. As I have
emphasized in the past, it is difficult to
publish any defl nitive information as
stations come and go within weeks.
Unofficial radio is at its most vigorous
and enthusiastic in Western Europe
and it is equally popular as a listening
hobby as it is for operators. The situation is similar to Britain, where many
small stations exist (particularly on
short wave) operating a weekend
schedule. Some stations operate on
medium wave to attract larger audiences but chasing stations across the
dial can be frustrating as some broadcasts last only a few minutes and
European presenters can have the
same problems with unwelcome authorities as their British counterparts.
France also has a strong tradition of
'pirate' radio, offering political comment and opinion as well as musical
entertainment. Paris is the focus of
radio activity (with 55 FM stations at
the last count) and most of the wellknown stations operate out of Paris,
although north and eastern France
are also fertile ground for 'radio
Iibres'.
The situation in France is changing
as a result of the General Election,
which for the first time in many years

has resulted in a Socialist government. The new President, Francois
Mitterand, has been involved in free
radio for a few years and, in fact, has
an outstanding summons against him
for helping to run Radio Riposte. Free
radio is gaining an acceptable face
and 'Le Monde', the leading French
newspaper, has started its own
station.
The new president promised to
change"' the existing laws and Paris
has already had frequency allocations
made and stations registered. There
are, of course, restrictions on advertising and profit making but there are
so many stations that no new stations
can be registered. Outside Paris,
government plans and registration
procedures have not been finalised
and although many new stations have
been heard, most of them do not get
beyond testing before disappearing.
France has also been responsible for
some of the very widely read magazines but unfortunately these are
dying out.
The Dutch reputation in the free
radio scene has risen from its low of
several years ago. At that time stations existed which made no announcements. played snatches of barrel
organ music and disappeared. Broadcasting is now more disciplined and
stations like Radio Gerona on 6290KHz
offer Dutch; German and English programmes.
The P.T.T. authorities in Holland are
fairly active and Radios Paradijs and
Mi Amigo have both been involved in
heated 'disagreements'. For all the
official activity, stations are thriVing on
short and medium wave. English

reception of these stations also
seems to be good and free radio
observers. in this' country list many
Dutch stations in their newsletters
and magazines. Stations include
Radio Aquarius on 11470KHz, FRS
Radio Holland on 6260KHz, Radio
Jan Rap (7290KHz), Holland International on 7325KHz, Concord on
7340KHz and Radio Digital, also on
7340 side band. The Netherlands are
part of a growing organized and cohesive movement in Europe, working
with other stations and countries for
better radio. The magazine Radio
News is produced in Holland and is
one of the remaining magazines on
the subject.
Belgian stations work with both
French and Dutch and Belgium has
been used as a 'bolt hole' and relay
station for stations facing prosecution
from their own authorities.
As far as the free radio scene is concerned, Germany is somewhat lacking
in regular and well-established stations on MW and FM although SW is
again popular. Germany was also the
home of the very informative Clandestine Listeners Club, now discontinued
for a few years. A lot of the German
stations are also experimenting with
different freque:ncies. For example,
Radio Wunderland on 6275KHz (48m)
using 150W are also conducting tests
on 6240 and 622KHz and Radio Con'
corde (7340KHz) also use other fre·
quencies in the 41 m and 48m band
occasionally.
The German stations often broadcast an English section in the programming. I get the impression that

This chr"!ft from a French article on Free Radio shows the very hfgh number of FM staflons fn the Paris region afone.
FM.
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English is the international language
of free radio for both broadcasting
and listening.
The Free Radio Campaign Sweden
seems to focus the radio activity in
Scandinavia and aims to help hobby
pirate stations with printing services
and technical and practical advice.
They also act as a mailing and distri·
bution address for Scandlnavian
countries. Their tape library includes
original programmes of many European stations and copies of pro·
grammes are available at a break·
even cost. I have very little information
on actual stations operating in this
area. Can anyone provide some
details?
The unofficial radio scene in Italy
deserves an article to itself. Although
again I have no real information on
individual stations, the legal situation
in Italy must make it the paradise for
unofficial broadcasting.
Like many of the weekend stations,
the first pirates operated on FM. In an
unaccountable rush of efficiency, the
authorities caught several of these
pioneers and they were brought to
trial. An enterprising broadcaster, or
his legal representative, hit on an original defence. ,
Article 21 of the Italian Constitution
guarantees freedom of communi·
cation and the defence was based on
this Article. Eventually the Italian Constitutional Court considered the submission and decided that the broad·
casting monopoly which Radiotele·
vizlone Italiana had enjoyed since the
war was unconstitutional and gave the
green light to unofficial radio.
The only limitation to this judge·
ment is that it has been interpreted to
apply to local, not national, broadcasting. Since FM was the traditional
medium, this has been complied with
almost automatically; which may
explain the lack of international
reports. However, Gamma Radio
appeared briefly on 6225KHz and the
Italian Broadcasting Company can be
heard on 7360KHz.

The amateur Italian broadcaster has
embraced this freedom with typical
Latin enthusiasm and pirate TV Is also
very popular. Many of the radio sta·
tions do not restrict themselves to
music but present views on politics.
sociology, education, the proper psychological outlook for good living and
so on. Up to half of all the stations are
devoted to political radicalism and
short of a change in law or constitution the present situation is likely to
continue.
As bitter experience with CB has
illustrated, large amounts of power
are considered essential by some sta·
tions and equipment is very professional with a wide range to choose
from. This is a direct consequence of
the legality of operation as equipment
can be offered openly for sale without
the hole·in·the-corner atmosphere of
the rest of Europe.
Again I am conscious of just how
much I have had to leave out rather
than of how much I have included. The
scope of the subject is such that there
are bound to be stations and opinions
not mentioned, either through lack of
space or my inawareness of the situ·
ation. I am aware that many 'well·
known' stations are not mentioned but
since they are well known I have concentrated on the less 'public' aspect
of free radio in Europe.
Next month is 'miscellaneous' - a
collection of the areas of the world not
already covered. If anyone has details
of more unusual stations and locations send them In.
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BRAINTREE CB CENTRE
61 Bradford Street, Braintree, Essex
~Q
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24in Dial-A-Match
48in Diai-A-Match
K40 Antenna
Antler Magnetic Antennas
Wott Poles

£10.50
£12.75
£32_00
from £15.00
£12.50

Lessen Base Mike
../~;"
~ ~~ 4.200 Base Mike
:=
~~~::::- <;1,,"",-~~ - _- 4.500 Base Mike
-= _.. ' - - - =>.....ET 279
Sirtel Base Mike
K40 Mike
Turner +2
Turner +3

£

--

__

£18.95
£32.75
£44.00
£18.95
£34.00
£23.20
£31.50

/

ox'

Phone our hotline

3/5 Power Supply
5/7 Power Supply

(0376) Braintree 41303
Access/Barclaycard/Visa

£ 11.00
1:£14.50

LA 25 watt Amplifier
SWR and Power Meter'
Bird Watt Meter
PA Horn 10 watt
AM and FM Rigs available

Agents for Mura

£22.40
£7.00
£13.85
£5.50
from £55.00

Slide mounts
Avanti
49MHz w/talkies inc
Cherokee
Base stations
New Sirtel Antler
Digi scan
Persuader
Frequency counters
K40
Tu rner base
Hy-Gain
Station mikes
Sirtel home and mobile aerials

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WHOLESALE AND TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
WE DELIVER DIRECT IN ESSEX ALL ORDERS OVER £300.00

RADIO REPAIRS
I enclose £

PO/Cash/Cheque or charge my

Access or Barclaycard number 00000000000000000

SPECIAL OFFERS
SWR & Power meter £7.00 + p&p 60p
48 Dial & Match ground plane, stud mount,
iegal home base £16.50 + £1.80 p&p
PA Horn SW, 8 ohm £5.50 + £1.20 p&p
Cesoni w/talkie £16.50 + £1.20 p&p

Please allow 14 days for delivery
Name .. ,

.

Address

.

Send order form to

Bralntree CB Centre, 61 Bradford Street, Bralntree

...............""•••" ••rI'••"
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YOU, YOUR CLUB, TEAM,
FELLOW BREAKERS,

SKIMPOT ROAD, LUTON. TEL: LUTON 51357/8 594144
For all you CB enthusiasts, starting 22 February
and every Monday evening thereafter we are
holding a CB meet and disco here at Cesars
Palace. CB equipment will be on sale in the foyer
and admission price is £ 1.00 only. Meals will be
available in the club. We hope you can make this
a regular date and we look forward to seeing you
all on Monday 22 February.

CAN BE NOTICED
With the VERY BEST

PERSONALISED

SWEAT.

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS

*

~TS

I

THER PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:· Cloth &

Met.1 Badges, Tie8
Pennant., Embroide'd
Jumpe,s, Sticke,s,
UmIH.lla. Etc.

In the past few months
you may have missed:

*
*
**
*
*

Rig Tests on Amstrad, Harrier, Commtron
and Fidelity rigs.
The chance to win a UK 27MHz FM rig.
Information on the 1982 CB Show.
The start of a new series on Free Radio.
Upto-date information on the Government and Home Office deliberations on
FM.
The opportunity to tell us what you think
in our Reader Survey.

AND LOTS, LOTS MORE
So - ensure you get your copy by taking out
a subscription to CB Radio Magazine.

Please send me CB Radio Magazine on a year's/six
months'· subscription, starting with issue
I enclose a cheque/PO' for £ 12.50/£6.25'
(Cheque/PO number
Name

Address

_

_

Please send me your FREE Brochure & Price List
Name

.

Club, Company etc

.

Address

.

..........................................Tel No
(BLOCK CAPITALS ONLY)

.

Subscription includes early delivery of each month's
magazine by first class postage.
Worldwide surface mail same price as above. Air mail to Europe,
1 year: £16.75. Air mail to USA, 1 year: £38.00. Air mail to
Australia, 1 year: £40.00.
"Delete as necessary

Return form to: CB Radio Magazine Ltd., Tudor Works,
Be:aconsfleld Road, Hayes, Middx. U84 OFL
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ReviellV
Parliament returns and CD is still a prime subject
It was only a matter of days after the return of our
learned friends to their respective Houses that pertinent questions were being raised about our CB
radio service. The question of interference caused
by the use of illegal AM/SSB equipment seems to
cause concern, not only to TV viewers and emergency services but also to those breakers using the
legal FM system.
Another point of great importance was given an
airing in the House of Lords. The point which has
been the cause of concern to the police· and motoring associations concerns the safety of motorists
who operate their CB sets whilst on the move.

FM reception problems
Mr. Freud (Liberal MP for the Isle of Ely) asked the
Secretary of State for the Home Department how
many complaints have been received by his Department in respect of faulty reception of FM citizens'
band radio caused by illegal use of the AM wave
band.
Mr. Raison (Secretary of State for the Home Department): We regret that this information is not available since no statistical record is kept of complaints
of interference to the licensed citizens' band radio
service.
Mr. Freud asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department how many licences for citizens'
band radio have been issued to date; and if he will
make a statement.
Mr. Raison: By 31 December, 106,408 citizens'
band licences had been issued. It appears that the
authorised system has been generally well received.
The rate at which complaints of interference from
illegal citizens' band transmissions are received is
falling.

Earl for that Answer. Would he be surprised to learn
that motorists have been seen using a hand-microphone, driving with one hand, even on motorways,
and would he not agree that that is a very dangerous
practice? I am sure the noble Earl would agree that
it is desirable to avoid offences rather than have to
take action. Are any conditions to this effect
included in the CB licence, and could arrangements
be made in agreement with retailers for printed
advice on this and other relevant matters to be given
when these sets are sold?
The Earl of Avon: My Lords, I will indeed take note of
what the noble Lord has said. We would, of course,
advise most strongly against operators making calls
while on the move. However, as the noble Lord is
aware, it is really too early to predict how far citizens' band radio is likely to be used by drivers, and
we will certainly keep a close watch on the situation.
Lord Gisborough: My Lords, would the noble Earl
agree that on the same reasoning it is highly dangerous for drivers to smoke because it is extremely
difficult to smoke without taking one hand off the
wheel, in order to light the cigarette. Could smoking
be banned as well?
The Earl of Avon: My Lords, I should not like to enter
into a debate with my noble Friend on this subject, I
have also seen recently shaving done at the wheel,
as well as reading newspapers at the wheel.
Lord Whaddon: My Lords, would the noble Earl bear
in mind the experience of private pilots in using this
sort of equipment for many years, where the presence of a transmit button actually on the controls is
very common and gives no trouble?
The Earl of Avon: My Lords, I know that those with
experience, and particularly emergency drivers too,
would agree with the noble Lord.

CB radio and road safety
Lord Underhill: My Lords, I beg leave to ask the
Question which stands in my name on the Order
Paper.
The Question was as follows:
To ask Her Majesty's Government what steps directed to road safety are proposed in relation to the
use of CB radio in cars while traveliing on highways.
The Earl of Avon: My Lords, The Government's
prime concern is that drivers with citizens' band
radio equipment in their vehicles should not let it
interfere with their concentration while at the wheel.
The voluntary code of practice issued by the Government war,ns drivers against using their equipment in such a way as to impair their ability to drive
safely, and I am glad to take the opportunity of reemphasizing this advice today.
Lord Underhill: My Lords, I am grateful to the noble
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AN INVITATION
TO

THE TAIWAN
CB RADIO AND ACCESSORIES IN THE UK
DISPLAY
MAJOR LINES
CB Radio Set, CB Power Supply, CB Connector, CB Antenna, CB Microphone, CB Booster, Cable
Assembly, SWR Meter, Co-axial Antenna Switch, Antenna Matcher, Twin Rig Transceiver Coupler,
RF Control Pre-Amplifier.
TIME
From 10.00am-4.00pm 9 March to 12 March 1'982
10.00am-1.00pm 13 March 1982
LOCATION
Taiwan Products Promotion Co. Ltd.
.
Room 434
Grand BUildings
Trafalgar Square
London WC2N 5HD
Tel: 01-839 5901
Tlx: 919744 FETS LG

YOU'VE HEARD THE NAME
NOW HEAR THE SONGS

WALL TO WALL
by CITIZENS BANNED
including such CB delights as
"Firestik Antenna,"
"The CB Song"
and "Dear Mr. Whitelaw"

Available on record and cassette
at £3.45 (includes p&p)
Make cheques payable to Chestnut Records
and send to:

Chestnut Records

clo CB Radio Magazine Ltd.
Tudor Works
Beaconsfield Road
Hayes, Middx.
UB40FL
Please allow 28 days for delivery
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INCREASE YOUR
'TALK POWER'

~

~
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185 STREATHAM ROAD,
MITCHAM,

sumuy

COMMUNICATIONS

STOCKISTS OF MOST MAJOR BRANDS
OF CB EQUIPMENT

11 f1\\~IRTEL:::;=

WJ '-= -

- M--.
H- A

r-

INTERNATIONAL

'Firestik'
ANTENNAS

IitIJliliiiin
COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS t t t

K40
inclusive of VAT & Carriage

£38.18
C. w. O. Barclaycard & Access accepted

& RETAIL SALES
Rigs and Accessories

BROOKES ELECTRONICS LTD.

OPEN MON-SAT 9AM-6PM

2a Leicester Street, NORWICH NR2 2AS
Tel: 0603 24573

Telephone 01-648 4797/3661

"WALL TO "WALL CB CBNTBB
73'

Distributors and Dealers for:

BRAINTREE CB
ICB MANNINGTREE
HMP ANTENNAS
COLT CB

J:%
;<;J

COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS 111

..

~~
~

v
",.'

._~

Mag Mike Holder
Screw Mike Holder
Ext Speaker
SWR Meter
SWR Power
SWR Power Matcher
Eyeball Badge

POWER SUPPLIES
3-5 Amp
5-7 Amp

RIGS
Colt 295 FM
Commtron CB40F
Lake 850
Lake 950

75p
35p
£5.50
£6.90
£10.75
£16.50
60p
£ 12.50
£ 16.50

88' ii

Nicholas Faulkner House
149 High Street
~'IJ~""
Ongar Essex

.:

~.r~".

eM5 9JD

~:e :r;~'"'

363077

ANTENNAS - GOVERNMENT SPEC.
Half Breed
Dial a Match 48in.
New B27 HMP
Avanti 241
Avanti 241 M
Avanti 241 T
UK 27 HMP
Sakura Base Load

£ 12.00
£12.00
£17.50
£21.50
£26.50
£23.50
£11.50
£ 10.50

AMPS - NOT GOVERNMENT SPEC.

25 Watt
£65.00
50 Watt
£65.50
Zatagi 100 FM 200 SSB
£59.00
ACCESSORIES
£69.00
PA Horn
BIGGER PRICE LIST AVAILABLE - SEND SAE

£21.45
£48.70
£97.00
£5.50

MAIL ORDER 24hr DESPATCH TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
58
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We are the only company In the country where you can ::,:
purchase any CB article via PRESTEL.
:::,
Ourpagenumberis311312341.::::

~g~ffi~;~ + OCT WAL:~~1:~~;;;;~t~~k~?' t~~i~;e~;~R~HE

,) Skipmaster SK30
:::' ~~~Z'la~~er SK40

~~i:~~

£:9.25

;tr'¥~\r;~e~~~t~~re~Handset

.:. FS 113L (Base)

£:33.50

....SEAHTEHNAS

::: UHEAR AMPllflERS AND PREAMPS
:.: SRL 31 125W)

£18.50
£:29.50

::: SRL 35 40W)

t

CCTTEE CCOo',!bb'!

::::
:.:.
::::
::::
::::
::::

erE Jaguar (lQO·200Wj
Skipmaster 100 (100'200 VARI
Zetagi BV 130P (loo·200W)
27/380 Preamp
RP20 Preamp
POWER SUPPLIES

::::
::::
::::
::::
::::
::::
::::
::::
::::
:.:.
.;.:

Bremi BAS 27 3·5A
Bremi BAS 31 S·7A
EXTENTlON & PA SPEAKERS
CB 950 Mini ext speaker
MS40 with noise filter
lOW PA Horn
MOBILf AND BASE .MJCS
Replacement mic
Turner JM+2U
K40 Speech Processor
Turner SSK Base

••

I

fI

Ham Master 4500

1350o W),OOW)

4
££ 5 °9 .5.°
9

•

cigg ....

DV Mag Mount

C5.60

::::

Skylab
Silver Rod

£:20.95
£21.50

lashing Kit

£9.95
£:4.50

.:.:

~B~~E1~b:7~er

AV 241T Moonraker
AV 241 M Moonraker
K40 Antenna
T40 Antenna
Half Breed
Turner SK910 Signal Kicker
Hy-Gain 822 Magmounl
HY'Gain 802 Drill on
Twin Truckers
DX4 No Frills Magmounl

C8.50
C6.50
C4.75
£:2.95
£:19.95
£:29.95
£:28.50

{
\

SOp

~:~f~~un,s

Cl.95

Firenza 2
Boomerang
Mini Boomerang
Silver Star Legal Base
Our wholesale prices are just as good.

CIO.50
£:16.25

~~~ ~::~:

RG58
Cigaretle Lighter Plug

£:19.95

I

£:123.85
£:92.50
£:92.50
£:25.53
C12.95

I

sOp

GP27

ma ',V'
Ss!9. m
a

.

IIIC-B-A

Thb month's

sp~t;llll off~r
mobll~ p.BIck1l9~

:::: CITIZENS BAND ACCESSORIES

<

£33.75
£11.95

BEST PRICES

26 Aylmer Parade
: Aylmer Road
) 'London N2 Yel: 01-341 4161

MlIlcom 4E Tl1Inscelver
DX40 MlI!1mount Antennll
Sklpmast~r SK10 SWR Meter
PlItch Lelld
£69.95
If you cln b~tter
these prices lInd prove It,
CBA will refund
the difference.

££4 8 .5.°5
50 .
£:54.95
£:11.50
£:14.50
£:17.95

C18.95
C19.50
C23.95

gg:~6

C9.50
C19.50
£:26.50
C22.95
£:19.95
£:9.75

Base combl

Noise Fitter Kit

PC3 Power Reducer {10120/10QClrbj
PeS Power Reducer 15/10/20/50/1()()Q1,)
Frequency Counters rom
"'GS
....
HY-Gain 7 Base Station
Fidelity CB 1000 FM

.~.:..~:.

(:7.50

£:12.50
£:17.50 :.:.
£:48.50 ::::

~~J;~lrn~~lgoo FM

Audioline 341
Harvard 41 OT Walkie Talkie
Harvard 420M
Cobra 21X FM
LEGAllY IMPORTED RIGS
Colt 510 120 AM/FM
Ham 1nl. UK 120 FM Var. Power
£:189.95 ::::
Tristar 777 120 AM/FM/SSB/CW
Midland 2001
£:59.95 ::::
All legally imported rigs are inclusive 01 VAT.

~ ~ g~:~~ ~:~:

This month's spedll! offer
Home hse
Maxom 4E Trllnsc~lver
Steml 3·5A Power Supply
MIni Gip Antennll
Sklpmlllter SI<10 SWR Meter
Pitch L~ld
4 metres RG/58U lInd two Pl259's
£84.95

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:':::;:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::':::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::..:::: ..::.:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.
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WEST COUNTRY
WHOLESALE AND
RETAIL CB SPECIALISTS

WE TURN PRICES
UPSIDE DOWN!

Large stocks of full range of accessories
always available.
Watch out for our special monthly offers
in local press.

81 MINA Rn,
ST. WERBURGHS,
BRISTOL 2
Tel: (0272) 541254
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE IN S. WALES & WEST.

S.laqUlDl\l ~
.A~~n'I \~~
Q CBRad.io
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Selective
pag
&CB
Basically it does not mix

If you have ever been in hos;:Jital or
even just watched Angels on TV, you
will doubtless have come across
paging systems. This type of communication is strictly non-vocal and
relies on a control transmitter being
able to select a chosen receiver and
indicate to the wearer that he is either
required on the phone or in a different
location in the building. It is quite
unnerving to find the person next to
you bleeping like a strangled mouse.
However, that sound could be instru·
mental in saving a life or putting out a
serious fire.
The major drawback to all the paging
systems in use is the one of interference. The pager itself causes no
interference as the range of any
system is limited to the size of the site
on which it is used. Any potential user
has to apply to the Home Office for a
licence and the licence specifies the
amount of output that the operator can
use. The intert.>rence problem I am
referring to is from CB. All paging
systems operate on 27MHz FM and
AM and both systems (CB and pagers)
have 12 channels In common.
A demonstration of the effects of CB
on paging systems, which was organised by The Selective Paging Corn·
mittee, came up with disastrous
results. A simple CB signal was generated and the result was nothing; the
paging system would just not operate.
Historically, paging systems have
been operational on the 27MHz band
for over 20 years and until recently the
pagers and aero-modellers have
successfully shared this facility. The
advent and growth of CB has had the
effect of rendering a good part of this
service in many cases unreliable and
in some instances totally inoperable. A
lot of this interference could be
eliminated by breakers not keying the
microphQne in the vicinity of hospitals
and other selective page users. The
problem is, however, not quite that
simple. A breaker with a 500 watt
linear amplifier could interfere with
such a system from miles away without
even realising the consequences of
his action. The second part of the
problem is that it is almost impossible
to tell who is using a paging system.
One hundred and twenty·seven thousand receivers are being used in the
United Kingdom on nearly Q,OOO
different sites.
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The Informorion reprodu~d wos supplied by ~ SelKttve Paging Commfrfe-e. who hove been considering CD cnd selective paging with some anxiety. They odd
further fuel to rhe growing conviction thot the Gov~nment's decision on UK CD dId not hove sufficient thought behind It.

Hospitals are the obvious users of
paging systems, where most aspects
of work carried out are vital to human
life. Less obvious uses which are just
as vital are often unknown or overlooked. First aid teams in large factories, security personnel in banks, fire
officers in petro-chemical plaMs, are
all some of the more essential users.
Less essential users are key personnel in large companies to whom a
fast answer to an incoming telephone
call could secure a large order which
might otherwise be placed elsewhere.
•••••••••••• I

The Selective Paging Committee,
which is made up of representatives
from the major manufacturers of
paging systems, is currently seeking a
change of frequency from 27MHz to
31 MHz. A very small proportion of this

CB Radio March 82

band area is reserved for use by the
Government for a defence service.
Even in time of war this band could
never be used as fully as the 27MHz
band. The SPC requested a change of
band as long ago as 1977 but the
Home Office, being their usual efficient
selves, have still to make a decision!
A more recent conversation between
the Home Office and the SPC ended
with the Home Office suggesting that
the legalisation of CB should have the
effect of lowering the incidence of
interference. The SPC's view is that,
while they are very much in favour of a
legal CB service, this will make no
difference to the currently disastrous
position. Fifty per cent of all paging
systems already use FM and wjth the
increase of FM users that is going to
occur in the next few years, FM paging

systems could well be useless. The
Committee also hold the opinion that
although FM CB is legal, AM CB will
still flourish due to dissatisfaction with
the U K system.
The dilemma still exists and until the
Home Office allow a change of band,
CB,legal or illegal, will still be a hazard
to paging systems. Next time you key
the mike next to a hospital the consequences could prevent a heart attack
victim from getting immediate atten·
tion. Until the Home Office acts, it
should be the responsibility of CB
clubs to liaise with local health authorities or industry to assess the
amount of paging systems in use.
Many clubs are already doing this and
'no modulation' areas already exist.
This will have to start working on a national basis.
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APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP. ANTENNA SPECIALISTS.
KHI. ALPINA. EURATRONIKA.
ALBRECHT EDGEWORTH
ELECTRONICS.

NOBODY SELLS FOR
LESS THAN CUSTOM
EQUIPE ...••••......•.•.......••..
Look at other importers
prices, If you can buy
the same product for less
than our list price,
PROVE IT!
Then we will not just equal
their list price we will cut it!
Thus making it IMPOSSIBLE to
buy cheaper in the UK.
'peclel oH.r•••ch,ded

BULK ORDER DISCOUNTS ON APPLICATION

DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO
PRODUCTS. AVANTI. TURNER.
MIDLAND. HAM MASTER. GC
ELECTRONICS. ZETAGI. CTE.
BREMI. CB MASTER. HAM
INTERNATIONAL AND MANY
OTHERS.

TRADE WAREHOUSE
over 44.000 square feet packed with
stOCk,
at:38 GARDNERS CRESENT, EDINBURGH.

"Take a Trip"
To Custom Eq~iP~/

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE
AT THE LOWEST UK PRICES

TRADE ENQUIRIES
TO OUR WAREHOUSE AT:-

38 GARONERS CRESCENT.
EDINBURGH.
"'"

133 FOUNTAINBRID6E EDINIURGH
EH3 90G TEl. 031-229-1830
TELEX 127053 DMTECH G TRADE SUPPLIES
111'01 EQUIPE
131 FDUNTAIHIRIDGE EDINBURGH
""1lo1l
EH3 906 TH. 031-229 8830
lONE
RETAIL SALES
129 FOUNTAINBRIDGE EDINBURGH
EH3 90G TEL. 031-229-8202
RETAIL - MAIL ORDER

UI1lCK

C
C....

OMTECH !.O.M. Ltd. + Ass.Co.s

10 Pence perword. (No minimum ormulrnum.) DbpLay boxcs £13 per iOnvn depth (ITIIXJmum 50 words per
IOmm depth). P')"Mnt must be Mnt In -etvance with order, along with your RIme: and addreu.

PLASTIC MEMBERSHIP
CARDS
CB
Y LIKE A
q.uBCARD ~ EXACTL
CREDIT CARD
I 11.1'IlL!': I
:'\() (J1:M·I:j

~~7'fi

SlIme 1111. Ihlp' a malellll

....lntld

In~

ooloUI

INCLUDING DESIGN.
£18.50per 100 ARTWORK. SETUP.
FOR
Mm200 PACKING POSTAGE.
FREE SAMPLES &
'
ORDER FORM 11' phone 0344 • 844SS

IX w",,, '0 Od/a P/,}$Ilt:l. 1/3

l1scom~.

BtKiflt!fl. 8",Jr.$.

RAYMAC DISPLAY for PVC club cards. club stickers.
printed patch badges. PVC club card wallets. Tshirts, club eyeball badges, slogan badges and
slogan slickers printed to order. Raymac Display,
National Wor\(s, Bath Road, Hounslow. 01-570
9116.
DISCOUNT QUALITY RlGSI E.g., Commtron CXX Nato
£:110, Cobra 148 GTLDX £:150 complete. Others
avallable. Burgess Hill 43144 (West Sussex)
evenings for details.
WlNSTON CB CENTRE. Everything for the CB'er. Rigs,
aerials, power supplies, SWR's, mikes, printed
sweatshirts and T·shirts. button badges, etc. All at
super prices. Send sae for price lists to Winston CB
Centre, 9 Hallon Place, Hallon Garden, London
EC1 N 8RU. 01 -405 0960/4127,
CB RADIO REPAIRS, Repairs to most rigs, burners and
accessories. We also stock rigs and accessories
and offer technical advice on your needs. A good
range of colour TV's are available from £60. Access
and Barclaycard taken. Sydenham TV Centre, 4
Wells Park Road, Sydenham, SE26. 01-291 1435.
CB TREPHONE LINK £25. CB 27MHz FM 40 channel
de luxe rigs built to Home Office specification,
direct from factory to you £43 + VAT. Sae for
details. Ex·rental telephone answering machines
£49. Johnson Electronics, Star Warehouse, Chalk
Farm Road, NW1. 01-286 6119, 01-485 3918.
AmYl AUTHOR anticipates breakers will be bursting
with funny, unbelievable. crazy stories as legal CB
litis alrwaves. Collecting now for publication. like
to hear about them. Give handte for credit.
Penpusher, Box 30, CB Radio.

SITUATION VACANT

EXPERlENCEO VAN Sales Rep is required by a major
Midlands·based wholesaler. Vehicle supplied,
good income (salary + commission). Reply, with
references, in writing to Box 0675, CB Radio Maga·
zine, Tudor Works, Beaconsfleld Road, Hayes,
Middx. UB4 OFl.
DO YOU QSL? Our OSL rubber stamps are a must for
all good OX'ers. Also individual designs made to
order. Sae for list. M&M Rubber Stamps, 10 Tolcarne Road, Newquay, Cornwall TR7 2NQ.
QSL QTH CARD rubber stamps. Why buy expensive
doubte-sided cards? With our specially·made rubber stamps you can save on the cost of printing and
vary the mes$age on every card you send. Send
sae for details. M & S Cooper Enterprises Ltd., PO
Box 5, Horsham, West Sussex RH12 3SX.

MAYDAY! +6 is only £23 for a 4·berth holiday cara·
van at Chacewater Camping and Caravan Park.
Chacewater, Truro, Cornwall. Touring vans and
tents equally welcome. Please send sae for
brochure.
PlASTIC MOULDING. Capacity available to 30z shot
short·run or fully automatic. Condor Supplies Ltd.,
69·70 Sth. Harrow Viaduct, Sth. Harrow, Middx.
HA20RU.
SWITCH TO FM Y!'ith our add-on circuit board. Full
mounting kit including switch £11.50 or sae for
details trom Bingham and Broadhead, 43 Station
Road, Chapetlown, Sheffield S30 4XE.
BllEAKERS' CLUBS: Be recognised. UK·made, CB club
sweatshirts printed with your individual club badge
or name. Black, navy, red, denim, green, S, M, L, XL.
Only £:5.95 inc pap. Minimum order 25. Send
sketch and wording with your cheque/PO and
name and address to Burbage Hosiery, Unit 1c,
Stapleton Lane, Barwell, Leicestershire.
HYE, GOOD BUDDIES. Learn the lingo. CB Slang
Pocket Dictionary containing 10 codes, American
police codes, phonetic alphabet, technical terms,
24·hour clock, etc. 70p post paid. Hawthorn Books
ICB~ 39 Hawthorn Way, Slorringlon, Sussex. 10 or
more 10CJb discount
LOOKI
40 Ch,nnel FM CB Rigs

WS PT40's Inc. Squelch, RF Gain, Oeltatune,
Power Meter, LEO, etc. only £64.99 Inc. pap
Gecol 40 Inc. Squelch, Power Meter, LED, etc.
only £59.99 Inc. pap
Orders despatched promptly
Cheque or PO 10
S&D Enterprises, 1B Roath Road,
PortlshCld, Bristol, Avon
GUILDFORD CB, the wholesalers with the different
approach, Lower prices, beller delivery, greater
consislency of stock. Van deliveries South London,
Surrey, Hants, etc. Over 300 lines. (0483) 77550.
THE Cl MODIFICATION HANDBOOK covers the world's
most common CB radios. Everything from "a few
extra channels~ to full-house 27MHz-30MHz conversations, 5KHz steps, slides, power Increase, etc.
An absolute must for every serious pirate or oX'er.
£10 Including postage. (£11 air mail). The Unear
Amplifier Handbook. 13 complete transistor ampli'
fier plans, from 15 walls to 1,000 walls. Full parts
lists, component layouts, printed circuit negatives.
Build your own linear and save a bundle. £10
Including postage (£:12 air mall). Make payment by
cash, Bank Draft or Internationat Money Order.
(Personal cheques take four weeks to clear). If
sending cash, use registered mall for your own pro'
tecllon. This is no rip-off ... we guarantee delivery!
rNe've been at the same address since 1969,
We're not planning any sudden·trlps to BraZil with
your money). South Pacific Radio, PO Box 500,
Forlilude Valley, Queensland, Austraila 4006.
EMBROiDERED CLOTH BADGES made to order. Suitable
for any sport or activity. 3~in diameter. Black back'
ground. CB ciub, darts team, league, etc. (around
the perimeter). CB handte, player's name, etc. (in
the centre). Top quality. Washable. No minimum
quantity. Send £1.50 per badge. Plastic pin·on eye'
ball badges with handie 85p. Binders Badges, 3
Abbey Passage, Spalding PE11 lOO. Access/
Barclaycard welcome. Enquiries (0775) 5834 or
send sae.

HEAT SEAl FP CWB CARDS
HAVE YOUR CLUB CRROS SEALED IN
TRRNSPRRENT PLASTIC, UNIRERKORBLE
WATERPROOF, SMART RNO LONG LASTING
10p ••ch (quantlt)' discount .",allable,
~

IUIg••'ed Retail

Price 2Sp • .ch.
Full Colour l'/ObIn ....,.
Your Own _ _ In

~r

• RED • lUll I or I aACIC I
ONLY £1.00 E«l\. _ _
I,om ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS
87 I Kenmoor Way, Chapel Park,
Newel.tle upon Tyne. NE5 1UB.
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BARGAIN. LEGAl RIGS. Grandstand Hawk with RF
Gain, Delta Tune. etc. £:65.95. Gemini £104.95.
Home Base £ 199.99. AM 40 Channel Rigs from
£:35, Sldebands from £90. D. Lawton CB, Depl. B,
305 Chell Heath Road. Bradeley, Stoke·on-Tren\.
10.4 ROGER BLEEP, latest microchip circuitry, simply
fitted to any rig in minutes. Fully tested and guar'
anteed £4.99 postlree. Cheque/PO to Aamn ElectroniCs. 43 Gourlay Street, Kirkcaldy, File, Trade
enquiries welcome.
UNIDEH CB RIGS from the south's largest distributor.
Uniace 200 only £:69.00, Uniace 100 only £59.00 +
£:3.50 post, packaging and insurance. Full Unlden
l-year guarantee. AccessNisa.lmmediate delivery
ex-slock. Telecall Ltd., 52 Victoria Road North,
Southsea, Hanls. (0705) 829306.

Display Signs

Ope~'tJc;, ?
A 5",0

,

~ee~ as\~n.

call THE SIGN MAN
01-8480705
AMAZING RECTRONIC PLANS. Lasers - super powered, burning,cutting, rifle, pistol, light shows, ultra·
sonic force fields, satellite TV, super giant Tesla,
solid state rocket, super fireworks, surveillance,
many more. Catalogue 75p. Plan Centre, 16 Mill
Grove, BlIbrook, Codsall, Wolverhampton.
nuBS, ENGRAVED lapel badges, Club name, Maxi'
mum 26lellers, 21ines, £:50 per 100. Black/yellow.
Cwo. Newton EngraVing, 34 Mill Street, Bideford,
Devon.
SWAHAGE BAY HOTEL (Dorset). Weekend breakers'
breaks. Enjoy a mini weekend at our unique cllfflop
hotel and copy from Southampton to Porlland and
the I.O.W. Bar open fill 2.00am, Arrive Friday
evening, depart Sunday midday. Only £21 per
person including 5'course dinner on Saturday.
Reductions for children. Dates available 2 April, 16
April, 21 May, 4 June, Sorry, FM only, (09292) 4877
for brochure and details.
8AUkEAS, LOOK. Leather belts wilh genuine 100%
solid brass CB badge buckles £:6.50. Handle or
club engraved on buckle (max 16 lellers) £7.50,
Ctub engraved on buckle and handle hand
embossed on belt C8.50. Send cheque or postal
order stating waist measuremenl to Ultimate
Leather, Unit 4. Neckinger Mills, Abbey Street, Lon·
don, SEl. 14 days delivery
CB RlGS/Elecltonic Games: (FIdelity CB 1000 FM
£65.50, CB 2000 FM £89.00), (Uniace 100 £81.00),
(Ham Mariner £99.95), (Lake 850 £89.50), Space
Invaders £19.95, Astro Wars C32.95. Send stamp
for details. Dave Foreman, 31 Walling Street,
Bexleyhealh, Kent DA6 70J.
SEEk A BUDDY H[RE, seek a wally there, with our CB
signal finder. This small, almost magic, twig comes
instantly ready to plug Into your rig. Only Cl I Inc
p&p and operating gen. Halbar, 14 Conway Cres·
cent, Bedford, Beds, We also have a TV filter which
slops dead CB interference £6. Guaranteed.
CARDS, BOOKMATCHES, lABELS, etc., distinctively foil
printed to your own design, from £:6 per 100. Sae
for samples. Alpha-print, 8 lIys Clwyd, SI. Asaph,
Clwyd LL17 OUA.
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GET IT DIRECT FROM

1(40'5

Appointed Importer and Distributor

CB CENTRE
20C SELSDON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY
TEL: 01-680 4503
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All prices include VAT & p&p
K40 Mike/s @ £32.50

£.........

Name

K40 Antenna/s

£

Address

@

£32.50

K40 Magnamount/s

·· .. K40

@

£ 10.95

Unimount/s @ £8.65

K40 Weather Cap/s £0.65
K40 Weather Doughnut/s

@

£ ....

1

Please make all cheques/POs payable to: CB Centre
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I
I
I
I

Access and Barclaycard orders also taken
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In one year our K4Q. antenna
has become the la~est selling
CB antenna in the ~orld!
1. It's more

expensive •••

£32·50

2. It's made 3. It's proven best!
better•••

. .• Here's what the leading
U.S.A. CB publications said.
CB TIMES: " ... it's not often that a product bursts onto the market scene, dominates and improves CB'ing for everyone. American
Antenna and the K40 are dOing it-repeated tests showed the K40
could out· perform the major competitive brands."

suggested retail

vat included

And when you
pay more,
you expect more!

RADIO ELECTRONICS, "The results of our tests showed
that, in three .different positions of the monitoring receiver, the
model K40 egualed or out-performed the competitive antenna
Apparently, American Antenna's advertising is not merely Madison
Avenue showmanship."

MORE PERFORMANCE,
The K4Q is guaranteed to
transmit further or receive
clearer than any antenna it
replaces. We know it will.
We've tested it with 771·
CB'ers just like you for one

PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS, ".

an Impressive

95% of the trials, the K40 out-performed the existing mobile anten·
nas. We had to try one for ourselves.
" ... in every case, the K40 either equaled or out-performed its
competitor.
"No ifs, ands. or buts! The K40 Antenna from American Antenna would have to

year.

be just about the best ante'"iiii'8'8rOund.
CB MAGAZINE: "Introduced in October, 1977, the K40 quickly became the

MORE FLEXIBILITY,

top seller

You can fit your K40 to any
mounting surface. It wm fit
any vehk;1e you'll ever own!
That includes choppers. dune
buggies, gutters. mirror
mounts, luggage racks, trunks,
hatchbaCkS, through roofs,
semis, pick ups and RV's.

MORE QUALITY,
It's not imported. It's not
made in Taiwan, Korea or
Japan. It's American made in
an American town. It's made
with better materials that
cost more and by profession·
al people we pay more. And
we designed it
in the U.S.A.

land

in mid 1:::' ~:;~~;n;~;; s~~;;;ai~;; nation."

across the U.S.A. said.
ANTENNA SPECIALISTS, "... truck driver and CB'er for
10 years ... 50% further than my M41 0 'Big Momma':'
-J.H. CoIhItt, 207 McF... sas/rop, LA

AVANTI: "I'm an electronic technician with a Second Class
FCC license ... I was able to transmit 70% further and tune
the SWR 75% lower than my Avanti."
-H.R. Cutro, VRB, Monsetran/. C>-67. Sah.I,. PIHIrto Rico

PAL: "..

20% better in transmission and
reception than my 5/8 wave Pal Firestik."
-John A. Slim Bo,lf ......6. l&lifllK>lp/&, PA

SHAKESPEARE: "... I've been a CB'er for
three years and the K40 is the best I've ever
had. Better in reception and transmission than
my Shakespeare."
-H. a.etlert, J/~ J S King Rd.., Pm ~ NJ

HUSTLER: "Compared to my Hustler XBLT-Including option·
al mounts at extra

cost.

4, the K40 can consistently transmit 40%
further and the reception was better. The K40 is
the perfect way to complete a CB system."
-.Jeromfl R Brown. 7800 S. Llnde/, BurNn/(, /L

••• Tbis
Antenna
is so
DYNAMITE (
pu receive a

